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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this report is to describe a computer generated
false color display program which creates digital multicolor graphics.
The primary goal of this program is to display geophysical surface
parameters measured by the SEASAT-Asatellite scatterometer (SASS).
This False Color technique shall be used to assist the NASApersonnel at
Langley Research Center involved in the SASSexperiment.
The SEASAT-Asatellite has a special purpose microwave radar scat-
terometer which is used to measure the normalized radar cross section
(NRCS)of the earth's surface. While operating in its various modes,
the satellite can measure NRCSfor fifteen angles of incidence both
forward and aft of the flight path. The cross-section measurements are
used to infer surface roughness and reflectivity. Over the ocean the
NRCScan be used to calculate surface wind speeds and define ice/water
boundaries [ref.l]. Overland it has been conjectured that the NRCS
could demonstrate seasonal variations in soil moisture [ref.2].
False color displaying of data sets is simular in principle to con-
touring or gray-scaling. The data is incrementally scaled over the
range of acceptable values and each increment and its data points are
assigned a color. The advantage of the false color display is that it
visually infers cool or weak data versus hot or intense data by using
the rainbow of colors. For example, with wind speeds, levels of yellow
and red could be used to imply high winds while green and blue would
imply calmer air.
SASSdata is sorted into geographic regions and the final false
color images are projected onto various world maps with superimposed
land/water boundaries. Figures I.I and 1.2 are two examples of the SASS
data taken during orbit 331, and are shown here in a polar stereographic
and mecator map format, respectively. It is this final format that will
provide an excellent qualitative as well as quantitative look at the
SASSsensor measurements.
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Figurel.l The finaldisplayformatusinga PolarStereographicmap projection.
Datais frombeams2 and 3 of REV331.
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Figure1.2 The final displayformat using a Mercatormap projection. Data
is taken about Hawaii duringHurricaneFico from beam 2 of REV 331.
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1. I Requi rement s
SEASAT-Adata is received and processed by Jet Propulsion Labora,
tories which then issues the appropriate sensor data on mag tapes to
various contractors. A_ the time of this report, a complete tape with
the final format was not available. However, several tapes have been
issued which have partial but adequate sensor data records for
demonstration of the program
It was a requirement that the final program be adaptive in the
sense that the user should be able to control data selection and the
final false color format. The basic specifications imposed on the
software can be listed as follows:
e The SASSsensor records shall be read and sorted by mode,
beam number, polarization and cell number into earth-
located data subsets.
• The data subset shall be gridded using selectable pixel
sizes, and an optional pixel blending feature shall be
used to interpolate for missing SASSdata.
• The gridded data shall be displayed in either a mecator or
polar stereographic map format.
e The display color scale shall have a selectable linear,
logarithmic or exponential relationship to the data.
• The final display shall be superimposed over land/water
boundaries.
1.2 Outline
_" The handling of the SASSdata and the ultimate creation of a false
color display is handled in a self-contained routine called FALSCLR.
Called by the main routine are several subroutines which use display
algorithms to create the false color data file. The purpose of Section
2.0 is to describe the various gridding, smoothing and map projection
algorithms.
It became apparent during the course of the software development
that four separate programs were necessary to fulfill the task require-
ments. Besides FALSCLR, two routines were developed to handle display
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annotation and land/water boundaries, respectively. A fourth program
was developed to merge these three display files into a complete false
color picture. Section 3.0 is devoted to the description of each of
these four routines.
Section 4.0 contains a description of how to Coordinate the four
routines into a meaningful job. The section contains a complete outline
of program operation so that the routines can be run by the user who is
reasonably familiar with the false color equipment. Since job control
cards are an important part of program control; and since it is possible
to run multiple programs with the proper cards, a discussion of
candidate control cards is included. Also, described in detail are all
possible data cards along with their input formats.
A discussion on the operation of the digital display system is
contained in section 5.0. Included is a brief description of the
display equipment and a simple guide to its operation as it might apply
to the false color display techniques mentioned here. The user may find
this section useful in his initiation to the system.
Section 6.0 is devoted to a discussion of future development in
program software. It will be necessary to eventually adapt the routines
to handle new data tapes as they arrive. It has al so been suggested
that a routine should be developed to do selective normalization of the
SASSdata. These and future modes of operation are the subject of this
section.
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2.0 FALSECOLORALGORITHMS
The purpose of this section is to detail the algorithms used by the
false color program to generate packed integer map projection files from
the raw SASSdata. All the following algorithms are executed within the
framework of the basic raw data to display routine called FALSCLR. The
algorithms are very general and can easily be adapted to similar
problems where data must be digitized.
2.1 Data Gridding and Blending
The SASSmeasurement of the norma!ized radar cross section (NRCS)
is taken along swaths of area over the earth that correspond to about
950 kilometers along either side of the satellite ground flight path.
The data is taken continuously as the satellite orbits around the earth,
and the final data tapes contain segments from these orbits. Once the
data has been sorted into geographic subsets a large file of unequally
spaced data points remains. To digitize these SASSdata, one first
extrapolates equally spaced points within the desired geographic region.
Then the proper SASSdata value is assigned to each of these points by
interpolation. The operation is referred to as data gridding and is
performed in a routine called SSGRID,
The gridding routine is designed to project unequally spaced points
onto a grid matrix which is a linear latitude-and-longitude matrix of
equally spaced grid boxes called pixels. The pixel size in kilometers
is a variable controlled by the user. The final grid matrix has dimen-
sions n x m given by:
n : (@I " @2) * 111.112km/pixelsize
m = (@1 @2) * 111.112km/pixel size (2-I)
where V_I,@2' @1' @2 define the latitude and longitudecoordi-
nates, respectively,for the region of interest, The angularsize of
each pixel is definedas:
)Im
A@ : (@I " @2)In (2-2)
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Each pixel is assigned a data value by computing the weighted average
of data points within the pixel. The weighting used is known as inverse
squared distance or gravity weighting. 0nly those data values which
fall within a particular pixel can contribute to the value of that
pixel.
The SASSdata file contains unequally spaced data points Uk(ak,
V_k, _k); where ak, _k' _k are the SASSparameter value, lati-
tude position, and longitude position, respectively, for each data
point k. The gridding algorithm is defined as follows:
For each data value IJk in the SASSdata file, perform the
following functions:
a) compute the matrix address (i,j) of tile grid pixel containing
this point by:
' i = ek/Ae + ]
(2-3)
j = _k/'A@+ I
b) define the coordinates of the grid pixel (i,j) as xij,
Yij and compute the dimensionless range rk as:
rk2= (YiJAi//k)2 + ( xi----JJ&_@k)2 (2-4)
c) compute the running sums P(i,j) and q(i,j) as follows:
P(i,j) =_ ak/r _ (2-5)
Q(i,j) =_._ I/r 2
k
After the entire data set has been exhausted, tile pixel data values
V(i,j) are given by:
V(i,j) : P(i,j)/Q(i,j) (2-6)
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If no data falls within a particular pixel, that pixel is flagged for miss-
ing data.
Associated with the gridding process is an optional pixel blending
feature. Upon request, a routine called SMTHGDis called to interpolate
data values for pixels which were flagged for missing data. The pixel value
is computed as the weighted average of the pixels surrounding that particu-
lar pixel. As in the gridding routine, gravity weighting is used to inter-
polate this value. The degree of blending is user controlled. The value of
the grid pixel (i,j) is found to be:
V(i,j) : _] Wijk_ • V(k,_) (2-7)
_k
where (k,_) is the 2-dimensionaladdressof the pixels,(1) surroundingthe
pixel (i,j) and (2) having range rk_ from the center of this pixel.
Wijk_ are the normalizedweights associatedwith the pixelsV(k,_)
having range rk_.
2.2 Map Projections
The map projectionalgorithmsare designed to performthe non-linear
transformationof griddedSASS data onto two common map types. The mercator
and polar stereographicmaps were selectedbecausethey complementeach
other in areas of minimumland mass distortion,ana SASS data analysiscan
be effectivelydone with these map types.
2.2.1 Mercator.-The mercatormap is a cylindricalprojectionof the
earth's surfaceand is ideallysuited for the tropic latitudes[ref.3].
Full world projectionsare possiblewith this map type; however,consider-
able verticalmap distortionwill result. The propertiesof the mercator
map are that the longitudelines are paralleland are of equal distance
throughoutthe map. The latitudelines are also parallel,but their spacing
is a functionof latitude. The coordinatesof the map are those used for
the grid matrix, and the map projectionis scaled to fit within the user's
specifiedpixel dimensions.
~
The algorithmfor projectingthe grid matrix onto the mercator map can
be throught of as a magnifyingroutinewhich stretchesor shrinksthe grid
matrix to fit the map. The longitudinalor grid columnmagnifyingfactor Ay
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is constant throughout the transformation and is given by:
= [nz/n] (2-8)Ay
where nI and n are the longitudinal pixel sizes of the map and grid,
respectively. The latitudal or grid row magnifying factor is a loga-
rithmic function of latitude and is calculated for each row in the grid
matrix. First, a scaling factor and the map's projected equator
distance are given by:
s = ml/(a-b) (2-9)
eq : ml'a/(a-b)
where mI is tile map's latitudal pixel size and a arid b are given as
a = loge(tan(45° + @i/2))
.L -- (2-10)
b :: loge(tan(45 ° + @2/2))
Then, for the jth row of the grid matrix, we fin<l:
cj = loge(tan(45° + (@i - j.Ay)/2)) (2-11)
dj = s. cj
The jth latitudal magnifying factor is given as:
AXj = [eq - dj] (2-12)
The map values M(i,j) are finally given as:
For k=l, ... , AXj and j = 1, ..., Ay (2-13)
M(k,_) = V(i,j)
where V(i,j) are the ith, jth grid values.
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2.2.2 Polar stereographic.- The polar stereographic map is a plane
conformal-azimuthal projection that is ideally suited for the polar
regions. Because it is a continuous map of the globe, it is more useful
in hemisphere charts than the mercator. The polar stereographic map has
latitude lines which are closed concentric circles about the pole and
the longitude lines which radiate outward from the center. The map is
scaled to fit within user inputted dimensions and has an outermost
latitude g_3 such that @3-< _2"
Projectingthe grid onto the map is completelynon-linearand is
considerablymore complicatedthan the mercator. Basically,the algor-
ithm calls for calculatingthe center latitude and longitudeof every
pixel in the map matrix thereby determining which grid pixel is associ-
ated with it. The calculation goes as follows: given an n2 x n2 map
matrix calculate the following scale factor:
sI = I/2.n2/tan(45° - %/2) (2-14)
where @3 is the standard or outermost latitude. For each _th, kth map
pixel compute
r2 :(n3 _ _)2 + (n3 _ k)2 (2-15)
where n3 = n2/2 and r is the radial distance to the i)ixel from the
map's center. Next compute the pixel's latitude V_k and longitude @_k
as fol 1ows:
@_k = 2"tan'l(r/s1) (2-16)
@_k : tan'l((n3- k)/(n3 -_)) + 180°
The grid matrix elementaddress (i,j)which corresl)_)ndsto the _p,th, kth
map element is found as:
i = (_I - _,k)/_¢
(2-17)
J:
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Finally the map value M(_,k) is given as
M(_,k) : V(i,j) (2-18)
where V(i,j) is the ith, jth grid value.
2.3 Display File Preparation
To display the map projection on the digital display equipment, a
sperial raster file must be created on magnetic tape. This file will
contain packed integer values which have a functional relationship to
the map's SASS paraineter values. A color scaling algorithm is designed
to perform the transformation of the map values ini;o scaled integer
values which ultimately represent different colors.
It was decided that at most 20 unique colors should be used at any
time in the false color display. These colors will have either a
linear, logarithmic or exponential relationship to the SASSdata. The
color algorithm goes as follows:
Define an upper bo_JndM1 and lower bound M2 on the map data
values M(i,j), and let Nc be the number of colors desired. Compute
AM, the color incrementing value in map data units as follows:
Linear scale:
AM = (MI - M2)/N c (2-19)
Logarit,hmic scale:
AM = Nc/log e (MI M2 + i) (2-20)
Exponential scale:
AM = (MI - M2)/log e (Nc + I) (2-21)
!
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For each ith, jth map matrix element compute a color integer value
N(i,j) as follows
If M(i,j) >__MI, let N(i,j) : Nc (2-22)
If M(i,j) <__M2, let N(i,j) = I
If M(i,j) is within M1 and M2 then, depending on the functional re-
lationship, N(i,j) is chosen as follows:
Linear scale
N(i,j) = (M(i,j)- M2)/AM + 2 (2-23)
Logarithmic scale
N(i,j) : AM'loge(M(i,j) -M 2 + 1) + 2 (2-24)
Exponential scale
N(i,j) : 1 + e (M(i,j)-M2)iAM (2-25)
For map values which were flagged for missing data, zero is assigned to
N(i,j).
Once the integerassignmentis complete,it is necessaryto pack
the array N(i,j) such that only eight bits are used to representeach
integeron the magnetictape file. This eight bit form is necessary
since the tape drive is controlledby a Kennedymodel 9218 format
control unit which is IBM compatible. Since the CDC computer uses a
standard60 bit word, it is necessaryto pack 7 1/2 eight bit words into
each word in the output list. This is accomplishedby obtainingthe
lower eight bits of each N(i,j);bit shiftingeach word a multiple of
eight bits; and packingthese final, reconstructedwords into an output
array. This final array is writtento tape using free format to
guaranteethat all 60 bits are transferred.
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3.0 PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
This section is devoted to the description of the entire false
color display software. Four distinct program units were developed to
ease program execution and reduce time and cost by eliminating repeti-
tive runs. The first three units each generate a display file
containing part of the total picture. The fourth program unit merges or
superimposes these partial images into the complete digital display.
Figure 3.1 is the simplified flow diagr_n describing the total job. A
listing of each of these routines is found in the Appendix.
3.1 SASSDisplay Generation
Routine FALSCLRis a Fortran program designed to process and graph-
ically display various SASSdata sets. The program has two logical
modes of operation which are defined here as preprocessing and postproc-
essing. These two modes can be executed jointly or separately at the
users descretion. The program's final output is a digital display file
containing integer-represented SASS values projected onto one of two map
images. Refer to the job flow diagram in Figure 3.2.
3.1.1 Preprocessing.- In the preprocessing mode of operation,
FALSCLRaccesses the SASSdata tapes and performs data sorting and
selecting. These SASStapes contain segments of the satellite's revolu-
tions; and within each segment, there are unique sensor data records.
Each record contains the mode of operation defined by the mode,
polarization and beam number, the satellite's geographic location, and
the fifteen measurements of NRCStaken from the particular antenna in
use. A subroutine called DATAIN was designed to read these SASStapes
and pick out the appropriate data. Upon execution, this subroutine
prompts the user to define the geographic coordinates of the desired
data subset, to enter the desired mode of operation and to specify which
of the fifteen NRCSmeasurements are needed. After the tape search is
complete, the final data subset is written to a working file which is
accessable to the postprocessing routines.
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FALSCLR" ! A
I }ANNOT Bii
MAPGEN,,,I C
ABC
Figure3.1 Simplifiedflowdiagramof the completejob.
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Figure 3.2 Flow diagram of program FALSCLR.
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3.1.2 Postprocessing.-The postprocessingmode contains routines
to accessthe preprocesseddata subset and create the final display
file. There are six subroutinesinvokedby FALSCLRto performthis
operation. The algorithmsused by these routines are discussed in
detail in the previoussection. The final output file is format
compatiblewith the digitaldisplay equipmentand is storedon disk for
future access.
Two of the six subroutines, SSGRIDand SMTHGD,are designed to
access the data subset and create an equally-spaced grid matrix of SASS
values. Subroutine SSGRIDrequires the user to define the geographic
bounds of the grid and the size in kilometers of the grid's square
pixels. The routine then develops a linear latitude-and-longitude grid
matrix within the requested bounds. SASSvalues are then assigned to
each grid pixel by weighted interpolation of all the SASSdata
geographically located within the pixel.
At the option of the user, a grid smoothing routine SMTHGDis in-
voked. This routine attempts to define a SASSvalue to those grid
pixels containing no SASSdata points. The interpolation is done by ob-
taining the weighted average of the pixels surrounding that pixel. The
smoothed grid matrix is written to a working file which is passed on to
later stages of the program.
The next two subroutines in the postprocessing operation, MERCAT
and POLAR, were designed to operate exclusively of one another, They
both access the above grid matrix and project the data values onto a
nonlinear map matrix. If invoked, subroutine MERCATobtains the grid
file and projects this file onto a log-linear matrix defined by the
equations of a mercator map projection. The mercator map is a cylindri-
cal projection which has linearly spaced longitude lines and logarith-
micly spaced latitude lines. The size of the map is user specified and
should be such that minimal area distortion is maintained.
Paralleling MERCATis subroutine POLARwhich projects the gridded
data onto a map matrix defined by the equations of the polar
stereographic map. This map type is a plane conformal projection which
has concentric rings of latitude, about either pole, spaced tangentially
from the map's center. The longitude lines are equally spaced and
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radiate outward from the center. The map matrix dimensions are square
and, though user specified, there should be some constant value for all
projections of this type.
The final two subroutines in the postprocessing mode are routines
COLORSand PACKEM. These two programs create the proper display file
for projection on the digital display equipment. Subroutine COLORS
accesses the map file described above and redefines the SASS values as
integers. These integers have either a linear, logarithmic or
exponential relationship to the SASSdata. There are at most twenty
integer values which ultimatelyrepresent different colors in the false
color displ ay.
Following COLORSis subroutine PACKEMwhich creates an output file
which is a packed version of the file created by COLORS. To be compat-
ible with the digital display tape drive, the above integer values
should be written to tape using only the lowest eight bits. Routine
PACKEMaccomplishes this by packing several CDC60 bit words with 7 1/2
eight bit integers. It then outputs the 60 bit words to magnetic tape.
This tape file can be displayed on the digital CRTfor test purposes;
however, the picture is not complete until this display is matched with
those from the other program units.
3.2 Display Annotation
Routine ANNOTis a Fortran program designed to create annotation
for the final false color display. ANNOTgenerates a plot vector file
which contains non-standard plot calls. This plot file is eventually
converted to a special raster plot file which is compatible with the
display equipment. This file is saved on disk to be merged later with
the false color file generated in FALSCLR. Since many displays would
likely use the same annotation, this display file could be used repeat-
edly at a substantial savings of time and cost. Refer to the flow dia-
gram in Figure 3.3
The annotation generation by ANNOTis controlled by the user at
the time of execution. A ten character map code is entered which
generally defines the final displays using this annotation. Other
various control values are input which define the color legend. This
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Figure 3.3 Flow diagram of routine ANNOT.
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legend contains color rectangles defining the total band of colors used
and the color boundary data values in decibels. There is also a map
label which states that this is a map of normalized radar cross section
and that the scale is either linear, logarithmic or exponential in
decibel s.
The annotation plot file is generated by invoking various plot sub-
routines from the Langley Research Center's (LRC) graphics package.
These subroutines create a plot vector file that generally would be
accessed by the CalComp plotter for plotting the file image onto paper.
However, routine ANNOTuses several non-standard CalComp plot commands
which make the file incompatible with the CalComp plotter. Instead of
plotting the file, a special raster generation routine called RASTGENis
implemented which converts the plot vector file to a raster type file.
This raster file is saved on disk for future merging with the other
display files.
Program RASTGENwas developed at LRC by Robert Oakes and revised
for general usage by Frances T, Meissner. It is used to convert any
plot vector file containing the proper non-standard CaICompplot calls
i
into a device'compatible image file for displaying on the digitizing
equipment, RASTGENis located on disk and is available to anyone who
knows the proper user number. This disk file is a source image and must
be compiled before execution. The raster file created by the program
always contains 512 records each having 70 words. This translates to
512 x 512 optical pixels when seen on the CRTor photographed by the
Dicomed imaging recorder.
3.3 Map Outline Generation
Routine MAPGENis a Fortran program which generates a plot file
containing map images. These map images are either polar stereographic
or mercator and contain latitude and longitude lines and superimposed
land/water boundaries. The plot file is converted to a special raster
file as was done for program ANNOT. The raster file is saved on disk
for Future merging with the other display files. Refer to Figure 3.4
for the job flow diagram.
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Figure3.4 Flow diagramof routineMAPGEN.
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MAPGENcreates a plot file by making use of a special graphics
package available at LRC. This package is called SUPMAPand was
developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in
Boulder, Colorado. The routines in this package are designed to create
a plot file which is compatible with the CalComp plotter. The SUPMAP
plotting options available to user are : (I) a geographic region can be
plotted using one of nine possible mapprojections; (2) if desired,
land/water boundaries are plotted using dashed or solid lines, (3) a
border can be drawn around the plot frame; (4) U.S. state borders can be
plotted; and (5) the latitude and longitude lines can be plotted at
selectable intervals. MAPGENmakes use of all but option 4. The lati-
tude and longitude line intervals are chosen to be ten degrees but can
easily be changed. The plotted land/water boundaries have a specified
resolution of one degree which is the one limiting factor when genera-
ting detailed map projections.
SUPMAPhas been revised and adapted to the LRC facilities by
Patricia A, Winters. A new plot call translator was developed which
allows the user to scale the plot image and offset the plot origin.
This option was necessary so that the final plot image is identical in
scale and location to the data display file created in FALSCLR. The
plot translator also includes various non-standard CalComp plot calls
similar to those mentioned in ANNOT.
The plot vector file created by MAPGENis temporarily stored on
disk. Execution of RASTGENcompletes the necessary conversion of this
file into a display image raster file, much the same as in ANNOT. This
raster file also contains 512 records each having 70 words. In this
form, it is compatible with the display equipment; and, if projected
onto the CRT, uses 512 x 512 optical pixels. Once generated this map
file could be used repeatedly for displays requiring the same map type
and area. The file is saved in the user's disk area along with the
files created by FALSCLRand ANNOT. Together they complete the total
false color display.
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3.4Merging
RoutineMERGE is a Fortranprogramdesigned to do a bit-by-bit
merge of two binary files. The routine is intendedto superimposetwo
displayfiles and output this result to a new file. If run twice using
the files created by FALSCLR,ANNOT, and MAPGEN,routineMERGE can
create the complete false color displayof the SASS data. Refer to the
flow diagram in Figure3.5.
To executeMERGE, two raster displayfiles must be availableto the
program. At least one file must have 512 records,such as those created
by ANNOT and MAPGEN. If the second file is smallerthan this, an offset
is computedwhich properly alignsthe eight bit integervalues of the
two files. This offset is necessaryfor all files createdby FALSCLR,
which are at most 400 recordsby 54 words in size.
After the two files have been properlyaligned,a record from each
file is read using free format reads. The two recordsare then merged
by performinga bit-by-bitOR on every common bit. This bit-by-bitOR
can be describedas the logicalsummingof two bits such that if one or
both of the two bits have the value 1, then the resultingsum equals 1.
This summinghas the desirablefeatureof allowingthe map outlines,
whose integervalues are 255, to mask out any SASS data jointly located
in the same spot. This maintainsthe integrityof the map with only a
minimal loss to the data set. After the merging is complete,the
results are writtento a new file, and the next two file recordsare
read. The final output file is temporarilystored on disk until it can
be copied to magnetictape.
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BEGIN
1st DISPLAY
DISK FILE2nd DISPLAY _ ONLINE
DISK FILE >ONLINE
p
_ YES TWOFILES
• BIT BY BIT
......___NO
COMPUTE
OFFSETSAND
MASKING
VALUES
MERGETHE 1
TWOFILES
USING
COMMONBITS
DISK_
Figure 3.5 Flow diagram of routine MERGE.
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4.0 PROGRAMOPERATION
This section is devoted to discussion of the operation of the four
display generation routines. It is intended to assist those users who
are familiar with the NOScontrol system and the Fortran extended
version 5 language as used by the CDCcomputer at Langley Research
Center. The section contains a brief description of the general job
cards and deck setups. A discussion of each input card and its effect
on job flow is also included. Reference is made to the source listings
which can be found in the Appendix.
4.1 Execution of FALSCLR
As mentioned earlier, FALSCLR's primary goal is to generate a false
color display of only the SASSdata. It expects input from the data
tapes and generates a local file containing the display image.
Intermediate files are created during execution which contain (I) the
data subset, (2) the raw grid matrix, (3) the smoothed grid matrix and,
(4) the map projection matrix. Table 4-1 gives the local internal names
and description of each of these files.
TABLE 4-1. FILES COMMONTO ROUTINEFALSCLR
FILE NAME DESCRIPTION
TAPE1 Unsmoothed grid matrix
TAPE2 Smoothed grid matrix
TAPE3 Unchanged Mercator Map matrix
TAPE4 Unchanged Polar Stereographic
map matrix
TAPE8 Final false color display
TAPE9 SASSdata subset
TAPE55 SASSmagnetic tape
The program can be run in parts by having the proper files available at
time of execution. If, for example, the smoothed grid file were created
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at an earlier time, the program could be executed by starting with the
mapping routines and extracting the needed data from this grid file.
This option and those like it _are controlled by the user's input.
4.1.1 The Control deck - Routine FALSCLRmust be executed as a
remote batch job because it requires about 127K octal of core memory.
The source deck is typically on data cards which are read by the card
reader and the object code is stored on disk using the file name
FALSCLR. The control deck to perform this operation is given in Figure
4.1.
To run the job, the user needs only access the file FALSCLRand
begin execution. The general job card deck for a complete start to
finish program is shown in Figure 4.2. In the figure, the 'SASS tape'
name is the external NOSlabel of the magnetic tape. The 'user disk
file name' is any file name the user wishes to give the final false
color display. Finally, the EORand EOF refer to the multipunched end
of record (789) and end of file (6789) cards, respectively.
To run the program in part, the job card deck must be modified to
make available the proper data files (see Table 4-I). If, for example,
the user wishes to only create the data subset and save it on disk, then
file TAPE8 is changed to TAPE9 in the deck above. Later, a display
could be generated from TAPE9by changing the LABEL card to a
GET(TAPEg-'data subset name') and keeping the SAVE(TAPE8=...) in its
place. Several other options such as this are available by selecting
the proper file names. Refer to the flow diagram in Figure 3.2.
4.1.2 Data Cards - The number of data cards needed for any one job
varies depending on what operations are done. l_here are several
combinations of cards all of which are mentioned here. All input to the
program uses list directed format where commasand end of cards are the
value separators. It is necessary to refer to the comments at the end
of the program FALSCLRin Appendix B to assist in the description of the
data card deck.
The first data card for FALSCLRis a program control card which
sets the starting and stopping points of program execution. This card
is always the first card in the data deck. It is referred to in the
input comments as CARDI. This card determines the nine possible modes
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FALSCLR,T50,CM77000.
USER...
CHARGE...
FTN(B:FALSCLR,OPT:2,A,R)
SAVE(FALSCLR)
EXIT.
-EOR-
source deck
-EOF-
Figure 4.1 Creating the task image of FALSCLR.
FALSCLR,T5OO,CMI30000.
USER...
CHARGE...
GET(FALSCLR)
LABEL(TAPE55,NT,PO:R,F=I,LB=KL,R,VSN='SASS tape')
FALSCLR.
RETURN(TAPES5)
REWIND(TAPE8)
SAVE(TAPE8='user disk file name')
EXIT.
-EOR-
data cards
-EOF-
Figure 4.2 Control deck for execution of FALSCLR
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of programoperation.Thesemodesare combinationsof distinctprogram
sectionsand are givenas follows:
Mode I - Data Sorting
Mode 2 - Data Sorting+ Gridding
Mode 3 - Data Sorting+ Gridding+ Smoothing
Mode 4- Data Sorting+ Gridding+ Smoothing+ Mapping
Mode 5 - Gridding
Mode 6 Gridding+ Smoothing
Mode 7 - Gridding+ Smoothing+ Mapping
Mode 8 - Smoothing+ Mapping
Mode 9 - Mapping
Here, mapping refersto the creationof the map projectionand
converting it to the false color file. Dependingon the mode, there are
seven other possible inputcards each of which is described in the
programlisting. Table 4-2 shows which inputcards are necessaryfor
each mode of operation.
TABLE 4-2. NEEDED INPUT FOR EACH MODE OF FALSCLR
MODENUMBER INPUT CARDNUMBERS
1 1,2,3,4,5,6
2 Ij2,3,4,5,6
3 1,2,3,4,5,6
4 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
5 1,2
6 1,2
7 1,2,7,8
8 1,2,7,8
9 1,7,8
There are several pointsworth noting here about certaindata
cards. First, if the grid coordinatesare needed (Card2), then the
longitudesmust be in degreeseast. The SASS tapes use a 0 to 360 east
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scale which causes discontinuityat the Greenwichmeridian. The user,
however,can input a negativevalue for the minimum east longitude
whenever the 0 degree line is crossed. The softwarechecks for this
conditionwhich simplifiesthe input somewhat.
Another point to note is that if data sorting is required,then
multiplemodes of data selectionare possible. If multiple modes are
used, then more data cards are needed besidesthose shown in Table 4-2.
This may not be clear in the sourcelisting. Card 3 sets the numberof
modes and is followedby that number of data cards defining each mode.
The observed NRCS measurementswill be the same for each mode.
Finally, if the mapping is performed,the user should recognize
that the upper and lower data bounds and the number of colors input
determinethe data incrementingvalue. This value sets the color
boundaryvalues which are ultimatelywrittenon the display with one
decimal place accuracy. It is recommendedthat the user check the
softwarebeforehandto see if the computed incrementingand color
boundary values are appropriate(use EQS. 2-19 to 2-25).
4.2 Generating Annotation
The execution of ANNOTis straightforward and requires only a
minimum of user interaction. The software is designed so that a
complete label and map legend are developed from just two input cards.
The job must be submitted as a remote batch job because it accesses the
routine RASTGENwhich requires up to 177k octal of core memory. The
final display is usually stored on the user's disk as was done in
FALSCLR.
The source deck for ANNOTis typically punched on data cards. It
is initially compiled and the object module is stored on disk. The
control cards to perform this operation is shown in Figure 4.3.
To run the program, the user must access the file ANNOT,the
graphics package LRCGOSF,and a special library file FTNMLIBbefore
beginning execution. Following execution of ANNOT,the user must again
access the library FTNMLIB, plus the user created routine RASTGENand a
user library called SASLIB. These files are used to creat the display
format image file. The job card deck to generate the display is given
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ANNOT,T50,CM77000.
USER...
CHARGE...
FTN(B:ANNOT,A,R)
SAVE(ANNOT)
EXIT.
-FOR-
source deck
-EOF-
Figure 4.3 Creating the task image of ANNOT.
ANNOT,T300,CM177000.
USER...
CHARGE...
GET(ANNOT)
ATTACH(LRCGOSF!UN=LIBRARY)
ATTACH(FTNMLIB/UN:LIBRARY)
ANNOT.
GET(RASTGEN/UN= )
GET(SASLIB/UN: )
FTN(I=RASTGEN,A,L=O)
ATTACH(FTNMLIB/UN:LIBRARY)
FILE (TAPE15, RT=S,BT=C)
LDSET(FILES:TAPEIS,LIB=SASLIB/FTNMLIB)
LGO.
REWIND(TAPE15)
SAVE(TAPEI5='user disk file name')
EXIT.
-FOR-
data cards
-EOF-
Figure 4.4 Control deck for execution of ANNOT.
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P
in Figure 4.4. The 'user disk file name' is again any file name the
user wishes to call the annotation file. The routines RASTGENand
SASLIB are located on another users disk area. Their user numbers have
been omitted by request, but may be obtained by contacting Frances
Meissner at the Langley computing facility.
Upon execution of ANNOT,the user must enter two data cards. The
first input is a ten character map code used to catalog the final
display. The second card sets up the color scale annotation and the map
legend. Refer to the program listing in the Appendix for a better
description of these two cards.
The display generated by ANNOTis self-contained, meaning that it
could by itself be projected onto the digitizing equipment. The display
file is somewhat large for an indirect access disk file; however,
because a particular file could be used repeatedly for displays having
the same annotation, only a few selections of annotation need be stored
at any one time. If storage does become a problem, it is recommended
that the files be stored on magnetic tape and later copies to disk when
needed.
4.3 Execution of MAPGEN
The MAPGENsoftware has been standardized so that only one input
card is necessary to generate a unicolored projection of either the
Mercator or Polar Sterographic map with superimposed land/water
boundaries. The map projection is scaled before output so that its
largest dimension is set to a preset pixel size. Because the program
accesses several large routines, it must be run as a remote batch job.
Like FALSCLRand ANNOT, the display file that is generated is saved on
• the user's disk.
The source deck for MAPGENis usually punched on data cards. For
convenience, it is read, then compiled, and the object code is saved on
disk. The job deck to do this is given in Figure 4.5.
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MAPGEN,T50, CM177000.
USER...
CHARGE...
FTN(B=MAPGEN,A, R)
SAVE (MAPGEN)
EXIT.
-EOR-
source deck
-EOF-
Figure 4.5 Creating the task image of MAPGEN.
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When executing MAPGENthe user must make avail able the NCARmap
plotting package and the raster conversion routine RASTGEN. the
complete job deck to create either of the two map projections is given
in figure 4.6. Here again, the 'user disk file name' is any name the
user wishes to give the snapdisplay file. The omitted user numbers can ,
be obtained by contacting Patricia A. Winters at the Langley computing
center. It should be noted that TAPE15 (the display file) is copied in
part to a file called TAPE66which is then saved on disk. In this
special usage of RASTGEN,a null file gets appended to TAPE15. This
null file is undesirable and is eliminated by the copy statement.
WhenMAPGENis executed, one input card is entered which controls
all the necessary map functions. This card is explained in the comments
of the MAPGENlisting. Briefly, this card defines the map type and
geographic region of interest. From this information, a rectangular map
image is created whose largest side is scaled to 400 pixels. The
rectangular dimension of the map are output to the user so that they may
be used as input to FALSCLRto generate the properly sized data map
projection. It should again be mentioned that the resolution of the map
image is at present only one degree which must be taken into
consideration For any map generated by this routine.
4.4 Merging the Files
Routine MERGEis a general purpose display file merging routine.
It expects at least one of the two files it merges to have 512 records.
The source file is coded on data cards and initially it is compiled and
the object code is stored on the user's disk. The job deck to do this
is shown in Figure 4.7.
Because routine MERGEneeds less than 77K octal core memory to run,
the user has the option of running the program from the real time
terminals. The option is recommended because it will simplify the
manipulation of the many files which the user may wish to merge. Also,
since all working files remain local to the user until he logs off,
errors carl quickly and easily be corrected at one session. The general
real time control deck is given in Figure 4.8. In the deck, TAPE15 is
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MAPGEN,T500,CM177000.
USER...
CHARGE...
GET(CLIB,UN: )
GET(GLIB,UN: )
ATTACH(LRCGOSF/UN=LIBRARY)
ATTACH(FTNMLIB/UN:LIBRARY)
ATTACH(TAPE3=MAPDATA/UN= )
GET(MAPGEN)
LDSET(LIB=CLIB/CLIB/FTNMLIB/LRCGOSF,PRESETA=NGINF)
MAPGEN.
GET(RASTGEN/UN: )
GET(SASLIB/UN: )
FTN(I=RASTGEN,A,R,L=O)
ATTACH(FTNMLIB/UN:LIBRARY)
FILE(TAPE15,RT:S,BT:C)
LDSET(FILES:TAPEI5,LIB=SASLIB/FTNMLIB)
LGO.
REWIND(TAPEI5)
COPY(I =TAPE15, O:TAPE66,TC:EOF,N=l )
REWIND(TAPE66)
SAVE(TAPE66='user disk file name')
EXIT.
-EOR-
data cards
-EOF-
Figure 4.6 Control deck for execution of MAPGEN.
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MERGE,T50, CM77000.
USER...
CHARGE...
FTN(B:MERGE,A, R,L:O)
SAVE(MERGE)
EXIT.
-FOR-
source deck
-EOF-
Figure 4.7 Creating the task image of MERGE.
-log in-
BATCH,77000
GET(MERGE)
GET(TAPEI5='#1 user disk file name')
GET(TAPEG:'#2 user disk file name')
MAP(OFF)
MERGE.
enter data
SAVE(TAPE44='new user disk file name')
REWIND(MERGE)
-continue as above or log off-
Figure 4.8 Terminal Control Commandsfor Execution of MERGE.
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the display file which must have 512 records. TAPE44 is the merged
version of TAPE8 and TAPEI5, and can be saved on disk or merged further
with another display file. Refer to the flow diagram in Figure 3.1.
The only input required by MERGEupon execution is the dimension of
the second display file. If this file has 512 records like the first
file, a simple one-to-one bit merge is performed on the two files. If
smaller, offsets are used to properly center the two files before
merging. In either case, the final file has 512 records. Refer to the
listing for MERGEin the Appendix.
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5.0 THE DIGITAL DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
This section is devoted to a brief discussion of the display equipment
and the steps necessary to operate it. The user who wishes to become adept
with the system might find this section a useful beginning. Later, only a
few hands-on sessions are necessary to become proficient. The equipment is
located at the LRC Computing facility and is available to all contractors.
Kept with the equipment is a brief manual containing a summary of all the
steps and commandsused to operate the system.
5.1 Description of the System
The heart of the digital system is the Intel 80/20 microprocessor. It
has been programmed to control the various display and tape drive opera-
tions. The microprocessor has been periodically reprogrammed whenever new
functions are needed. At present, it has no other purpose than to control
display generation.
A CRT is used to communicate with the 80/20. Various three character
commandscan be entered which control tape drive operations, color graphic
presentation and photographic equipment operations. The CRT is also used to
display system parameters such as the color scales, the image scales and
test pattern values.
The display data is presented to the system by magnetic tape using
either 800 or 1600 BPI. The tape drive is controlled by a Kennedy Model
9218 format control unit. Upon command, the Kennedy control unit directs
the drive to read/write files, rewind or skip several files, and consecu-
tively read/rewind!read ... a file when that file is being photographed.
The display image is visually displayed on a 19" Aydin color television.
This television has an optical resolution of approximately 512 by 460 pixels
where each pixel corresponds to an eight bit color valve in the tape file.
The projected image can be shifted around or out of the viewing screen so
that all parts of an image larger than 512 x 460 pixels can be seen.
The display image is photographed by a complex instrument called a
Dicomed Image Recorder. At the option of the user, a photograph can be
taken of the image on either Polaroid Instant color film or 4 x 5 inch color
negatives. The recorder performs this task by exposing the film to a
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miniature CRTwhich displays the color image one pixel at a time. The CRT
repeatedly projects the image through a blue, green or red filter to achieve
the final color photograph. The recorder has three pixel resolutions given
as low - 512 x 512, medium- 1024 x 1024, and high - 2048 x 2048. For SASS
dis[}lay purposes, only low resolution is needed.
5.2 System Operation
The digital equipment is usually powered up and ready for operation the
morning of every working day. If an asterisk appears on the CRT, then the
system is loaded and ready for use. The first step for the user is to mount
and load his nine track tape and set the drive to the proper BPI. Once the
tape drive is online the system is ready to receive data and display the
image.
There are several checks the user should make before beginning the tape
operations. The user should enter the three character commandswhich
initializes (I) the color scale the standard test pattern and (2) the image
scale to the standard size and magnification. The standard color scale is a
band of colors ranging from blue to green to red to white in 63 discrete
steps. This scale can be checked by displaying the system generated test
_attern. The image size is initialized to 512 x 512 pixels with a one-to-
one magnification.
Once the system is initialized, the user should position his tape at the
desired file by entering the proper tape drive commands. The file size in
records and eight bit pixels should be known beforehand or can be determined
by issuing a file check command. Once this file size is known, the user
must reset the standard image size to a value less than or equal to this
size. This is needed since the tape drive has no file control to prevent it
from overshooting a particular file. The data can now be read and displayed
on the color television. It is noted that the SASSdisplay file uses only
the lower six bits for color representation.
The colors used in the SASSdisplay are at the lower end of the
standard color scale or mainly the blues. This scale wil! be changed at the
CRT by first commanding the presentation of the color scale. The user then
must key in the desired integer to color values. These color values are
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combinations of percentages of blue, green and red which result in any of
633 possible color hues. Sometrial and error is needed tQ obtain an
acceptable color scale.
If desired the user can photograph his display by using the imaging
recorder. The user must first mount e_ther the Polaroid or negative film
holders plus film onto the top of the recorder. Next, the recorder must be
set to the proper resolution and functional color scale. Finally, the user
must Position his tape at the beginning of desired file and then issue the
proper three character film making commands. The tape will slowly advance
thru the file three times, where each passage extracts only that data
containing blue, green or red, respectively. After recording the image, the
film is removed and developed. The tape fil e can now be rewound to a new
file or unloaded if the job is complete.
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6.0 FUTUREDEVELOPMENTS
This section is devoted to the discussion of future developments in the
false color display generation techniques. This report has detailed the
software as it stands to date; however, it is fully expected that the
program shall be updated as future needs arise. Several possible
modifications have already been suggested from the work done, and they will
be mentioned here. Also several features will be discussed which were
unnecessary or too complex to be included in the present software.
6.1 Data Reduction
As mentioned in section 3.0, the SASSdata tapes used by this program
,were simplified versions of the future tapes to be sent from JPL. These
tapes contain only the basic mode of operation parameters and the 15 NRCS
measurements. The future SASStapes will contain a high density of values
such as (I) multiple cell coordinates, (2) wind speed calculations, (3)
antenna look angles, and any of a multitude of system identification
parameters [ref.l]. The software will clearly need to be updated to handle
this mass of information.
The primary goal in the reduction of these new tapes will be to create a
data subset which has only that information necessary to complete the
desired false color display. This reduction operation will be handled in
the preprocessing mode of routine FALSCLRand might extract new SASS
parameters such as antenna incidence angles, wind speeds, and the cells'
three geographic coordinates. The data subset thus created will then be
available for any of the various data conditioning functions and ultimately
presented to the pQstprocessing routines in the fore of a measured SASS
value and its geographic coordinates.
It should be noted that for false color displays exhibiting multiple
satellite revolutions, some sort of data averaging will have occurred in the
gridding routines in those areas where the revolutions cross each other.
In order to control this averaging so that the results are meaningful, some
sort of normalization must be performed on the data. To date, however, no
formal method of normalizing SASS NCRSdata for off-angle measurements has
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been established. Since apparently no one particular equation will normal-
ize the data properly over all measured surfaces, an alternate method has
been suggested which would apply only to the area under observation. This
method normalizes the data by first finding the means of the measurements
from each cell over the area of interest and finally subtracting these means
from the appropriate NCRSvalues, This method is being tested and will be
considered as a future preprocessing operation.
6.2 DisplayGenerationChanges
There are several changes that will likely be made in the display
generation software. Two of the changes arise from the impact of the new
SASSdata tape. The others are changes that have been suggested from the
results already obtained. This new round of improvements is intended to
complete the requirement of standardization of the false color display
techniques for general use.
The new SASStapes offer new types and forms of data not applicable to the
present software. The most significant of these is the three geographic
coordinates given for each cell. These three coordinates correspond to the
two cell corners and the cell's center. The cell's single NRCSmeasurement
will be assigned to each of these coordinates. The gridding routine will
need to be adapted to handle these three values such that the two cell
corner values will contribute less significantly to the final grid matrix in
relationship to the center value. The grid weighting coefficients for this
operation will need to be determined before this change can be implemented.
Several other data types, such as wind speeds and NCRSstandard devia-
tions, might also be presented in a false color display. A few simple
changes will be needed in the display annotation and scale magnitudes so
that the program is flexible enough to allow any of these data types to be
displayed with a minimum of user input. The changes will be implemented as
the need arises.
There are two display changes suggested by the results obtained so far.
First, the map code generated during the annotation is not flexible enough
to allow repeated use of the annotation files with different data sets.
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Therefore, a change will be made such that the map code will be
generated during the final file merging. This code would be a four
digit number which would uniquely define each display.
The second display change would be to print the latitude and
longitude values on the map image, something the present software does
not do. This improvement will probably have to be accomplished through
the use of some of the subroutines available in the SUPMAPGraphics
package. The final coordinate format Will be determined when it has
been ascertained which graphics routines can be used.
Finally, it has been suggested that other map projections be
incorporated into the software. The most desirable projections, besides
those already in use, would be the Lambert Conformal projection. This
map type is ideal for the midlatitude regions [ref.3]. The SUPMAP
package contains this projection as one of its nine map types. To make
use of this option, a grid-to-Lambert projection routine will be
required in the postprocessing mode of FALSCLR. The software for this
routine is in the beginning stages and will be tested and implemented
upon completion.
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PPCGRAM FALSCLR(INPUT,OU_PUT.TAPES=INPUT_TAPE6=OUTPUToTAPEI,
* TAPE2oTAPE3_TAPEAtTAPE8,TAPE_,TARE55)C
C
C *** THIS PROGRAM WAS CREATED ON A_P[L 12, 1979 BY CLAYTON B. JACKSON WHILE ***
C *** UNDER THE EMRLOYMENT OF THE RESEARCh TRIANGLE INSTITUTE OF N.C.. IT ***
C *** WAS DESIGNED TO SATISFY IN PART THE CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS UNDER NASA ***
C *** CONTRACT NASI-IS338. THE SOFTWARE HAS BEEN REVISE_ AND TESTED AS OF ***
C *** JUNE tSo I_?Q, ***C
C
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO GENERATE FALSE COLOR DISPLAYS OF SEASAT-A
C SC&TTEROMETEP DATA WITHIN SELECTABLE GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS, IT IS INTENDED
C TO RUN ON THE CONTROL CATA=S CYBER 170 SERIES= CY_ER 70 SERIES, SERIES
C 6000 AND SERIES 7000 COMPUTERS USING THE FTNS LANGUAGE. THE PROGRAM
C UNIT PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS=C
C 1). ThE RAW SASS DATA IS SORTED BY GEOGRAPIC LOCATION ANO VARIOUS SASS
C O&RANETERS, AND ThE RESULTING OATA IS WRITTEN TO TAPED. PEFER
C TO ROUTINE DATAIN.
C
C 2), TAPED AEOVE IS READ AND THE APP_OPqIATE DATA IS SELECTED FOR GRIODING,
C THE FINAL GRID MATRIX IS WRITTEN TG TAPEI. REFER TO ROUTINE SSGRID=C
C 3), THE GRIDDED DATA {TAPEI ) IS SMOOTHED BY INTERPOLATION FOR MISSING OR
C SPARSE DATA. THIS SMOOTHED GRIOOED DATA I,S WRITTEN TO TAPE2. REFER TOC qCUTINE SMTHGD=
C
C &) . THE GPIDDED DATA (TA_E2} IS RRGJECTE_ ONTO A MERCATOR AND/OR POLAR
C STE_EOGRAPhIC MAP. THE FINAL MAP DATA VALUES ARE INTEGERS
C RE°RESENTING FALSE COLOR SCALING OF THE SASS DATA. ThIS MAP DATA IS
C WRITTEN TO T_PEO, REFER TO ROUTINES MERCAT, POLAR, COLORS AND PACKEM.C
C
C
C THE ABOVE 4 FUNTTONS NEE_ NOT BE 9UN CONSECUTIVELY° ANY OF THE FIRST 3
C STE_S COULD HAVE _EEN _UN PREVIOUS AND THE _ESULTS STORED ON DISK OR
C MAG TAPE, VARIOUS INPUT CARDS ALLOW YOU TO ENTF_ AND LEAVE THE MAIN
C PROGRAM AT SEVERAL LOCATIONS.
C
C
C
C
C ***** PLEASE REFE_ TO END OF MAIN P_OGRAM FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF ALLC THE NECESSAPY DATA CARDS *****
C
C
DIMENS,ION G_ID{40]o20)*SUM{4OO_20)oINDEX(4OI}_P(4OO|tSS(400|,
* IFILL(400)
CCMMCN/XMAP/ULT,DLT,ULG,DLG
MAXSZ'=400
P_INT 39gg • I
C
C ** PROGRAM CONTROL INPUT
C
RFAC{So*) IGPID*INTERP, IDATA
IF(IGRID) 135,#E,45
45 _INT 39gg • 2
C
C _* GPID COORDINATES _NTERED
C
_EAC(5,*) ULT,OLT,ULG,DLG,GROSZ
IF(DLT=LT°--B5°) DLT=-85.0
IF{ULT.GT.8S°) ULT=OS.
C
C *_ SET GRID MATRIX DIMENSIONS
C
M=[ULT--DLT)*III.II2/GRCS_.I.
IF(M*GT-_4AXSZ) GO TO 3gO
IF(DLG,LT,ULG) GO TO 21
DLG=DLG-3eO°
21 CCkTINUE
N=(ULG-DLG)*I I i.[I2/GqCSZ+I,
IF(N.GT.MAXSZ) GQ TO 3gO
IF(IDATA) 155,175,155
C
C ** CALL DATA SELEC_ICN POUTINE
C
175 CALL DATAIN( IDATA_5_}
IFIIOATA,E_,O) GO TO 6gg
155 REWIND q
IF(INTERP,LT=O) GO TQ 5_g
I=(IGRID,GT.4) GC TO 255
WRITE( 1,302} N,_*ULT.DLT,ULS,SLG
C
C ** PERFGF_ G_IDOING
C
CALL SSGR IC {N.M, [_T& I GRID, SUM . 20 )
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REWIND 1
IF(INTERP,LT.2) GO TO 5_
2=.5 CONTINUE
WRITE(:_,302) N, M o ULT, DLT,ULG,DLG
REAC{I o302)
C
C ** SMOOTh GRID MATRIX
C
CALL SMTHGD ( INTER-, GR ID,N, M, 20 • SUM}
REWlhO 2
IFfIGRID.EQ,O) GO TO 409
GO TO 35
55 READ ( 1 o302)
¢
C w_* WRITE FILE TAPE2
C
WR I'rE(2o 302) NoHeULToDLTtULG! DLG
(_(] 36 I=l oN
READ(I,401) (P(J),J=$ oN)
36 WRITE(2,40I ) (P(J)oJ=toN)
ENDF ILE 2
EN3F ILE 2
REWIND 2
IF(IGRID,EQ.O) GO TG 490
W RITE (6o 4003 )
GC TO 35
135 READ(2,302) NoMoULToOLTIULGtOLG
_RE_ IND 2
P_INT 3999 , 7
C
C ** MAR TYPE AND DIMg=-NSIrJNS ENTERED
C
35 PEAC(5oW_) NI oN2, N4o ZLATeMAPTY_
IF(EDF(5) ) 40o25o40
25 IRE¢=N2+ 1
IF(NI.GT.MAXSZ.OR.,N2,,GT.MAXSZ) GO TO log
IF(MAPTYR.GT.I) GO TO 31
C
C _* pERmCRM _ECATOR _A_ _OJECT]_QN
¢
CALL MEPCATINoMoSS_NI,N2tINCEXoIFILLoP_ IREC)
ENDFILE 8
WRITE(6,z$O01 ) N i oN2 ,UL T DOLT _ULG _DLG
GO TO 40
31 I F( h4 ,ICe 0 eOR oN4* GT o20 ) N4=20
B /=N2
32 B2=BI/N4
IF(AINT(821 oECeE2) GO TO 33
N4=N_-- I
GC "tO 32
C
C *'* OERFCRM POLAR STEREOGR._RHIC PROJECTICN
¢
33 CALL FOLAR(NtMoZLAT_GRIOtNI IINDEXoPtIFILL_N4oIREC)
ENCF ILE
WWITE(6_&O02) N! _N2,gOo eZLATo360oJO.
40 ENDF ILS 8
REW IND 8
REWINO 2
REWIND g
STCR
3_g WRITE(6g3000) ULToDLT,UL G,DLGoGRDS7
STOP
IG.q WRITE(6,3001) NI,N2,MAXSZ
STCR
efg9 WRITE(6,3002) N_MoULToDLT,ULGoDLGoGRDSZ
REWIND Q
IF(INTEPP.LT,2) GO TC 501
WRITE(6,3003) I N_'_-=p
STO=
501 WRITE(6o3OO_t)
STOP
S_O WRITE(6_SO00)
STC_
6q_. WRITE(6_SOOI)
STCP
_02 FC_/AT(2I 3_ 4_lOe_)
401 FC_MAT(IOFI 1,_}
3000 FCRMAT(IHO_53HTI-E AR_A CF INTEREST IS TOO LARGE OR THE GRID SIZE,
• I_H IS TOO _ALL--o/IX,3_HCHANGE THE FCLLCWING TO GET NO _ORE_
.221 _ THAN A _r)O X 400 GRIO_//IX_SHNL AT=,FTe2_SX_SHSLAT=_FTe2°Sx"
#7HELCNGI=oF_o2,SX_7t.ELONG2=.FS.2_SX_IOHGRID SIZE--oF6_I,4H KM.)
_001 FC_MAT(IHO, IO HEITHER NI=,I_,2X,6HOR N2=,I_o2X_I2H /_E GREATER,
• 5H TP_N,I4,2x,3qHPEEHTE_ NIoN2-THE FALSE COLOR G_ID SIZE)
3002 FO. PMAT(26HOTHE CCMPL'rEO SASS GRID IS,I4,IOH OIXELS BY,14_
•SIH _IXELS AND IS LCC_TFD WITHIN THE F]LLOWING REGICN:,//LX_IOXo
• SHNLAT=,_?° 2_S×,SHSL_T=,F?,2"SX_?I_LONGI =,FB*2oSX,?I'ELONG2=_F8"2'
W_//[X. IOX,3eI_NO THE GPTZ) BOXES AR_ _P_CXIMATELY,F?,2oIXo
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*gHKM SQUARE)
3003 FOPMAT(51HO_HE GOlD WAS SMOOTHED BY INTERPOLATING FOR MISSINGt
*30H DATA USING AN INTEFP VALUE 0FtI2,2X_ITH(_EF_ T0 SMTHGD)|
3004 FDRMAT(4OHONO SMOOTHING WAS _ERFCRMED CN GRID DATA)
3ogg FO_MATfI6HOENTEP CARD NO. =![)
4001FOFMAT{SIHOA MERCATOR MAP PROJECTION OF SASS 0ATA WAS CREATEDt
"18H wITH GRID SIZE OFoI4olOH PlXELS BY.1497H PIXELSt/IX.6HAND IS_
.33H LOCATED IN TH_ FOLLOWING REGICN:t//IXtlDXoSHNLAT=tF7.2_SXt
*SHSLAT=.FT. 215X_7HELONG1=.FS.215X.THELCN32=_F8.2)
4002 FORMAT(S_HOA POLA_ STEREOGRAPHIC MAP PROJECTION OF SASS DATA WASo
"26H CREATED WITH GRID SIZE OF. I4t iOH PIXELS BY. 14.7H PIXELS./IX.
_39HAND IS LOCATED IN THE FOLLOWING REGION:.//IX.SHNLAT=.FS.Ie5Xt
*SHSLAT=tFT.2oSXo7HELONGI=oF6.I.5XoTMEL_NG2=oF4.1)
4003 FOFMAT(lHl)
5000 FO_MATI_THOCNLY PDUTINE DATAIN WAS PERFORMED CN SASS DATA)
5001FORMAT(39HOKO DATA WAS F_UNC IN AREA OF INTEREST-.
,17H CHECK DATA CARDS)
C
C
C THE FOLLOWING IS A COMPLETE SUMMARY OF EACH INPUT CARD----
C
C CA_E MUST BE TAKEN WHEN WRITTTNG TH_ INPUT CARDS SINCE ThE P_OGRAM
C DOES NOT CHECK FO_ IMPROPER INPUTS,
C
C ** ALL INPUT IS LIST DIRECTED WITH CCPMAS USED AS FIELD SEPERATORS **
C
C THE (ARDS A_E AS FOLLOWS:
C
C
C
C CARD I. ENTER PARAMETERS IGRIDo INTE_P AND ICATA WHERE:
C
C ( <0 PROCEDE OIRECTLY TO MAPPING
C IGRID= ( =0 _ERFORM ALL BUT MAPPING
C ( )0 <5 oEPFORM EVERTHtNG
C ( >4 PERFORM SMOOTHING _NO MAPPING ONLY
C
C ( <0 PERFORM ONLY DATA SORTING AND SELECTING
C INTERP=( =I OERFOPM EVERYTHING EXCEPT SMOOTHING
C ( >I PERFORM EVERYTHING- INTERP SETS AMOUNT OF
C SMOOTHING, REFER TO POUTINE SMTPGD,
C
C ( <0 DATA SUBSET O_NE EAFLIEP- UNKNOWN AMOUNT OF DATA
C IDATA= ( =0 PE_FOR_ DATA SORTING AND CONTINUE
C ( >0 DATA SUBSET ALREADY DONE- IDATA=NO. DATA POINTS
C
C
C CA_O 2. ENTER GPI_ COOROINATES - NORTH AND S_UTH LATITUDES AND MOST EAST
C AND LEAST E_ST LONGITUDES- ALSO ENTER GRID BOX SIZE IN KM,
C **_ THIS CARD OMITTED IF IGFID IS NEGATIVE ***
C
C
C ******* OMIT CA_QS WITh _STEPISKS IF IO_TA IS NONZERO CR IGRID < 0 *****
C
C **_ CA=D 3, ENTER NMOO_S-- THE KUMBER OF DATA SORTING CONTROL TRIOS.
C ** IF N_ODES EQUAL ZEFO(NC SORTING) EMIT C_RDS _ TO 3_NMODES *_*
C
C
C *** CARD €, ENTER A S&SS RODE, BEAM NUMBER AND POLARIZATION ON EACH OF
C **_ CARO 5, THE NMOPES INPUT CARDSe ENTERING ZERO FOR ANY PARAMETER
C *** ° ° CAUSES NO SC_TING FO_ THaT PARAMETE_ FO_ THAT PARTICULAR
C **_ INOUT CARO°
C _** CArD 3;NMCO_S
C
C
C *** ASSU_ING NMODES=I (FOR EXAMPLE) i HE INPUT CARDS CONTINUE AS: *11
C
C *** CARD 5. ENTER CELL N_MRERS TO BE USED IN SORTING-_* _ BLANK (ALL O_S)
C CAR_ I_LISS ALL CELLS ARE USED,
C
C
C *** CArD 6, ENTE_ CCORDINATES CF DATA SUBSET- NOFTH AND SOUTH LATITUDES AND
C MOST EAST AND L_AST EAST LCNGIT°J_ES._* NEGATIVE LONGITUDES MAY
C BE USED _VEN THOUGH DATA T_°ES 30 NOT,**
C
C
C **$_** OMIT ALL FUpTHFR INPUT C_PDS IF I3RID= 0 OR INTE_P < 0 ******
C
C CAmO 7. ENTEF MAP SIZE IN PIXELS- WIDTH X HEIGHT- ENTER _AP WORKING
C HEIGHT <=20 oIXELS - ENTER ZLAT_ THE SOUTHERN MOST LATITUDE FOR
C POLA_ STEFEOGFAPHIC MAPS -- AND ENTEq M4PTYPE WHERE:
C
C MAP_YP_=( <=1 MERCATO_ M_P PROJECTION
C ( >I POLAR S_OGRAPHIC MAP PROJECTION
C
C
C CARO 5, ENTEF FALSE COLO_ PAR_4ETEPS ISCALE0 ICOLCR_ IBOUNO_ SIGHI_
C ANO _ I(LD WHERE:
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c
c (i LINEAR COLCR TO DATA PELATI(3NSHIP
C ISCALF_= (2 LOGARITHMIC COLOR TO DATA RELATIONSHIP
C (3 =_XPONENTIAL COLOR TO P,ATA RELATIONSHIP
C
C ICOLOR= NUMBER OF FALSE COLORS DISPLAYED <= 20
C
C IBOUND= (! DATA ABOVE AND _JELCW LIMrTS IS NCT COLORED
C (2 DATA ABOVE AND BELOW LIMITS BOTH HAVE _ COLOR
C
c S IGHI = MAXIMUM SASS CATA VALISE TO BE SCALED
C
C S_GLO = MINIMUM SASS 0ATA VALUE TG BE SCALED
C
C
END
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S[TB_OUTINE DATAIY(IDATA,IUNIT)
C
_HIS ROUTINE _STABLISRE._ A S_S D%_ % SHR_=_7 AND Cr_P_TTS IT TD ?!LF T_PE9
_I!EDP2GRAM US_=STH£ P_ N_ TAPU FmPM_T _'_DSC_S _H_ S_SS DATA BY USP2
r. SFLFCTED MU/T/."L_SOF MODES. BZA" UU,BFR_ AN9 ?_LA_!ZATIONS FOR AMY O_ ALL
OF THF _NT£NNAtS 15 CEilS. THE GU^G_".OHIC_TJICN ,_F"|[ESUBSFT IS S_T
= _!THIN THIS 2CUTINE _ND DO_S NOT '!_CP_T%_T.YCC"o_SPC'_!DTO THE GPIDDED
_9_". £EF_R _0 _AIN P_CGRAM WO_ DESC_!OTICN CF INPUT C%_DS.
C
DIMFNSION MODES (15),IB_AMS{15),IPnlS[!5),ICEI,LS (1_)PEAL NLAT
TD_TA=_
ASSIGN I TO IGO
ASSIGN 9 TO JGO
_S_IGN 12 TC MGe
PP!NT 3999 , 3
READ(5,_) NMODES
I_ ('MODES) 20,2_,35C
C _ r_TA SFLECTORS MeD_,BEAM,POLAPIZA_T3N %ND C_T,LN_S. INPUT"EDC
35 DC 130 I=I,NMODFS
P£!NT 3999 ,
130 RF._D[5 *_ MOD__S(!),IBFAM_(T) rp_Tq ¢T)20 P_INT _9"_,9 5 '.....
IF(ICELLS(1).£Qo_) ASSIGN _ _c,r
P.R!N"]99g , 6
C "* DATA SHBSET CgORDINATES INPUTTED
.....P,(5,) JL._T,SLAT,ELGHI,ELgLOZDLG=ELGLC
2
_"** CHFC_rFO_ NEGATIVF LONGITfIgES
IF(£I,GLC.LT.O.)XDLG=360.+FLGLO
IF(_LGLO.LT.O.) A_RIGN 2 TO IG')
!F(NL_T.GT.I_° _ ASSIGN 10 TO JG_IFfSLAT.GE.NLAT_ ASSIGN 10 TO J,q^
[F(FLGLO.LT._LGql) GO TO 56
IF[ELGLO.EQ.m.) GO T9 156XDLG=_LGLO
ELGLO=YLGLO-36o.
ASSIGN 2 TO IGO
GO TO 56
156 ASSIGN 10 TO JGe
56 CCNTINHE
C _ RE_,D SASS TAPE
c
15["£_AD_IINIT,2DO) MgDE,IBEAM,IPOL,AZVRATI_(....(IUNIT)) 30,132,30
132 YMFAq=O
IT(N_QDES.EO.O) GO TO 17oC
•_ P£_FODM DATA SELFCTION
0("2. 1_0 r=I,NMODEH
IF [_¢DES (I)) a.a,3
3 IF(_O_F.NE._ODFS[!)) GO _e I_0
a IF(IPEAMS(1)) 6,6.5
5 !FflPTAM.NE.IB_AMS (I)) GC TO I_0
6 l= ('r_ot_(I)).-_ _ 8,8,7
7 !F(IPCL.N£.IPOLS(1)) Go TO 1_n8 IMEAS=I
_?1_0 CO.ITI. ff.,
IF(!MEAS) 170,33,170
!7_ DO 120 1=1,15
_F_DfIUNIT,201) YCELL,SIGZ,XLA_,×LC_G[F (EnF(IUNIT)) _,133,39
133 GC TO _GO,(12,13)
12 I M.'1'.A S=(2
DC 180 J=l, 15
IF(IC£LLS(J).__O.O}c,oTO 15
IF(ICELL.NE.ICELLS{J)) Go T¢ l_n
I _'F_S--1
180 CCNTINO_
15 IF ([MFAS) 13,120,13
13 GO "0 !GO.(I 2_2 .IF(XLON_.GE._D_G} XLONG=XLONG-36¢'.
I GC TO JGO,(9.10)
9 IF(XL_T.GT.NLAT.nR.XLAT.LT.SLAT) GO _ _2_
IF(XLONG,GT.ZLGHI.OR.)[LONG.LT.ELqL¢'}G:'?C 12_
C _'* WRI'T'F_#IL_. ,,T%PE9 Tr_N_"&ININGF,A_'_..,_[J'1_"=...
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3
1(_ WPITF(9,301) SYGZ,XLAT,XLC_fGID_'9.=IDATA_1
120 CONTTN[IE
r,o TO 150
33 De 160 I=I,15
_EAD (IUNIT,201
[F(ROF{IUNIT)) ) 30,160,30
160 Ce '_-!"l _Ttl F
r,O m_ 150
30 FNDFTL_ 9
ENDFrLE 9
_#WIWD 9
Z
" _. CUTP[TTNO. DATA POYNTS
[_fPTT_(6 ,400) IDATA
101 FCRMAT [I_)
102 FCP',I_'. {313}
1P.3 FC?R_T(1513!(?i[_8 P_A [_?I0
2PI ?CP_AT[I3,qr_.2)"3ei
_OC Fr'_M_T{31HO CF GPIDDFD DAT9 P _ o-,16,_"
3999 FCPS%T[16HC_NT_P CARD NO. ,11)
END •
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SrIBP?IITINESSG_ID{_I,M,ND,GP!D,SU_,N2)c
c
- _HIS ROUTINE GR_DS THE S_SS DATA I'T_"A _PFD _AT_!X WHE_F _:IEGR!D BOXES
_AV_ _ USER IN?HT?_D SIZ__OF ,_X v_. ALL SASS D_TA FROM THE SELFZT_D D_T_
SET WH.rCHFALL INTO EACH INDIV!DrlALGP:D B_ IS AVEFAGFD BY INVERSF
3 SOUARE DISTANCE WFIGHTING AND IS STe_F.D:N THF FINAL GDID MA_RI_(,
DEAL GPID(N,N2),SUM(N,N2
Zn_IMON/XMRP/[ILT,DLT,ULG,_LG
DAT_ BAD/-88.88/
"n=ND
IF{ND.LT.O) MD=500CO
_,N=_
AN2=N2
_v-_0
ASSIGN I TO IGC
!F(DLG.GF.O.) GO TO 120
DIG=DLG+360.
ASSIGN 2 TO IGO
120 CON_"!N[IE
C *_' SE_ GRID BOX DIMENSIONS
DqEGI=(ULG-DLG)/_1
DSFG2=(ULT-DLT)/M
51 _X=_X+N2
9FWT_'D9
JHP=N2
C '_ IF'_IALIZEGRID MATRIX
DC' 30 I=l,g
OC 30 J=I_N2
s_" (I, JLZ_o_.30 3PID (! -
U[AT=ULT-DSFG2_(MX-R2)
" ** P=AD -n_TA FILE _"_PF9
DO 1o 1=I MD
PFAD(9,I0_) SIG,XLAT,?LO_N
IF (_OF(9)) 15,25,1525 ,_h_ UE
IF(SIG.LF.BAD.OP._[LAT.FQ.BAD.OP.YLO_G._O._AD) GO _" 10
Ge TO IGO.II,2)2 IF(XLCN_.G_._DLG) XLONG=_LONG-360.CCNTINUE
-_F(XLAT.GT.ULAT.OR.XLAT.LT.DLAT}3¢ _0 _n
IF(XLCNG.GT.ULG._R.XLONG.LT.DLG) GO Tt 1_C
Z =_' COMPUTF G_ID VAI,[_FSC
B_=(XLONG-DLG)/DSFG!B2= (ULAT-XLAT)/DSEG2
II=MINI (AN.BI+I)
12=_INI(AN2_B2+I)
P2=(91-[1+.5)_'2+{92-:2+ 5} _2
IF{R2.LT. I. E-8} R2=I. E-8"
3PID(II, I2)=GRID(II.!2} +SIG/P2
SUM (!I,12) =SUM (II,12) #I./_2 "
10 CONTrNIIE
15 ND=!-I
DC 20 I=11:FIO'_ J N2
IF(SU_(I 26
Go 'tO}g ,a¢/s_,,(Z,a)
C ** FLAG N{ILLGRID BCXESC
22 G_ID (I E520
IF{"X.GT.M| JUP=N2+M-_X
s
C **" W_ITE GRID MATRIX TO FILE TAFFY.
DO 70 J=I,JUP
70 WPIT_ (1,30C) (G_ID(I,J) T=I,N)
:F(MX.GE.g) GO T_ 61 '
i0 _n 51
61 F NDFILE I
F_IDFILF I
I0(' FogM AT(3F10. q_300 FO_RMAT (IOFll )
PETrIg_:
F ",'D
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SUSPOUTINE S,THC,D(IG,G,N,_,_2,XSU:I)
C
" THIS ROUTINE INTERPOLATES SASS DATa V_LU_S Fnn GRTD B_X.,SWHICH HAVE NO
VALU_ DUE TO _IgSYNG OR SP_SE D_%:. _.W_-TGHTED._vFPAGINGIS DC_E FRO._
"_ ?HF 5 X 5 GPID BCX M._rPIXgUR_')UNDY_?GTH_ YMPTY GP!D BOY. T[Y-_ W_£GHTS AR_
" DETEPMINED BY T_,YINVEPSE SOOAW_P D"_ST_'I.':._F'_OMTIIE_NOWN GRID BOX TO TH?_
_ . _U THE MAIN P_OGRAM AND- "nTY GRID BOX. _*_ PARAMFTE_ INT_n_ [S !Nn _"q_ T_'
ITS VALUE DE_E_MT_TESTF-_ _MOUNT PF c,"!n S_¢¢TH!_c, _LOW IS _ S._PLE OF A
_N_ _PY IS __ES_¢OT!IFD.THE NUMBERS IN5 X 5 GI_IDM%TRIX WHERE THE "_ ,'=- . TO
THE BOXES AR_ POSSIBLE VALUES OF [NT_._P.THE_EFO?=, THE _OXES WITH NUMBERS
LE_S TH_N P_ EQ,_L T9 THE _N?UTTED V£L_ C_ INTE?P _PE THE ONES USED I_
T"E S_COTHING P_UCEDU._E._'_'*
: _;.-;-
_E_L G(N,N2),KSUM(N,N2)
D_T_ FLAG/I._5/
D.%TAWI,W2,W3,Wg,W5/1.,0.5,0.25,P.2,0.125/
YNULL=I
YF {IG.GT.3) INULL=2
N3=INUI,L*'2+1
I SP=N-INULL
JSP=M-INULL
]ST=I_HILL
! ST=INULL+I
Z *_ _E_D GRID F!LF _PEI
C
DC 10 I=1,N3
10 PFAD{1.100| {G(K,Z) ,K=I,N)
DP _7 I=I,!NULL
57 W?ITE [2,I00) {G(K,I),K=I,_7)J=_ST
@6 JST=JST+I
DO _ I=I,INULL
XSUM (I.I[=G [I,J)
!XZ=YS?+I
_ X SUg (IXZ.I)=G_IXZ,J)
DO 30 I=IST,IoP
C
** _PMPUTF SMOOT_-_DGRID VAL[{ESFOR _ISSI_G n_T_ _iY
_F(G(I,J).NE.FLKG| GO TO 2_
DSUM=O.
PCT=O.
GP n'O(30,31.32.33,3_.35],ZG
35 SUM=G(!-2,J-2)+@{I-2,,_+2)+G(I+2,J-2)+G(I+2,J+2)ITOTt={SUM+5.E_)/FLAG
DSUM=DSUM+ (SUM-ITOT0"FLAG)*W5
TCT=TOT+{_.-ITO_'_|*W5
3_ S_IM=G{I-I,J-2J.(_,(I.I,J-2)+G(Y-2,J-IJ+G(I.2,J"_)
*+G (Y-2,J+IJ+G(T+2.J+I} +S(I'l,J+2) +G (Y+1,,7+2)
!TOTn=(SUM+5.E@_/FL_GDSU_IDSU_+(SUM- TOT0*FLAG)*WS
TOT=TOT+(8.-ITCTO|_'W_
33 SUM=G {I.J-2)+G(1-2,J}.G (Y+2,J)+q{I,J+2}
!TOT0=(SUR+5.E_}/FLAG
DSUM=DSOM+{SU_-ITOTn*FL_G)*W3
TOT=TOT+(_.-ITOTP|_'W3
32 SUM=G {I-I,J-I|+G{I+1.J-I)+G (I-1,J+1)+G{1+I,J+1)
TCTC={SU_+5._ }/FLAG
DSUM=DSUM+(SUM-ITOTO._FL_G)*W2
TCT=TOT+(_.-I_nT0}*W2
ITOTn)=(SUM+_5._) /FLAG,DSU_=DSUM+ (SUM-I_OTO*FLAG}*WI
T..-_O. (_. _T, ) Wl
!F (TOT) 29.28,29
28 XRUM{I,I)=={I,J)G
GC _O 3C
29 _SU_(Y,I)=DSUM/TOT
30 CONTINUE
C
C *_ WRITE SMOOTHED GPID _ATNYX TC FILE _'_PR2
WRITE{2,10C) {XSUM{II,1},Y-r=1oN}
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a5 De 5n W=2wP3 " " "
D0,50 I=I,N
P_AD (!,100) (,q (Tit. N3), II=l, N)
IF (E,_F(1)) 55,_6.5555 "a ",, =N3-1
61_ _PI_E(2,100) (G(ZI,I|,II=I N}
FNDFI_ 2
ENDFILE 2
RFWI_D 2
PFWIND 1
9ET[J.n_
10_ FCPMAT(lOF11._)
FND
-5]-
SUBROrJTINERE_CAT(N,M,X,N2#NI,_ND_X,!FILL,Y,IR)c
c
C tHIS B_UTINE PERFORRS A PROJECTICN OF S._SSG_ZDDED DATA ONTO A RE_CATOR
C MAP HAVING TF{_SAME GEOGRAP[{TCC_ORDIN_T_S. THF USER SqPPLIES THE SIZE OF
C tHE RECTANGULAR MERCATO_ RAP RATR!X IN PIXELS UP TO _C0 X 40) PIXELS.
C
C
_IRENSION INDEX(TR),X(N)._(N2},IFILL(_2)
CCMMPN/XRAP/ULT.DLT.ULG.DLG
DATA AI.A2.A3/.7853981635,@.7266Q62609_--3,1.7_5329252E-2/
CALL SECOND(TX)
WRIT_(6.500) I,UX
RE_AD(2 201)
BX=_LOG (TAN(AI+DLT*A2))C
_'_ PgOJ_CT EQUATOR LOCATION
XLAT=(U£T-DLT) / M
INC--1._N2/N
JSTR=I
DO 1_0 K=I,_
IST_=I
Z
" _'_' PE_D GRID FILE TAP_2
_EAD (2,101)
C
C _'_' PROJF_CT GRID VALUES TO _AP MATRIX
c
De 1o I=I.N
I STP=I '_xlNC+O. 5
IF(ISTP.LT,ISTR) GO TO 10
DO 20 J=ISTR,ISTP
2v z (J) =x (z|
ISTR=!STP.I
10 CCNT!N[JE
DLAT="LT-K_XLAT
CX=ALOG TAN _I.DLAT_'A2}}
IF (ISTP.GT.N1] ISTP=NI
IF{ISTP.LT.JSTR} GO TO 100
DO 60 L=JSTR.ISTP
CALL W_IT_S(3,Y,N2,L,0,@)60 CONTINUE
JSTR=ISTP+I
100 =CNTINUE
IF{ISTP.EQ.NI) GO TO 33
DO 3q I=ISTP.NI
3_ CALL WRIT_S(3.Y,N2,I,0,0)
33 CALL SECOND(TX}
CALL SECOND(TX|
W_T_{6,500} 2,T_
C
C _ INVOKE COLORS ROUTINE
C
CALL COLORS[NI,N2,Y,IFILL,INDEX,3,I?)
CALL CLOSRS(3)
CALL S_COND(TX}
WRITE(6,500} 3,TX
!01 FORM AT (10Fll. _4]
201 ?ORM._.T{2Iq.._, F10. q)500 FORHAT{9HOSTEP N_..13.18H I_ _OUTIN_ ,_RCAT,10H CC_PLETED,FS.2,
•36_ SECONDS AFTER START OF BAIN PROGRAm)
R_TUPN
END
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SUBPOUTINE POIA£ (N,M,ZLA",DS,NI,I"TDSZ,o,!FILL,}:a,IR)C
C
" THIS P_UTIN£ PEPFO_S _ PRCJTCTIO'_!_? _SS G"IDDFD 9AT_.ONTO & POLAR
C STEPEOG_APHIC M_P WHOS _E_GRAPH:C CE'_:TF'_IS THF POkE AND WHCS SO[ITHERN
C M'_ST!ATITUDE IS USER !NPUTTED. THF _o ?_nJ_CTTr'_7TS A SQUAffEMATPIX
w,rC WHERE f!SERSUPPLIES THE S_E IN PTXELS !Y_TO _CO X _30 " _P_X LS.
D!MF"THICNINDEX{!£),P{N1),DS{N,Y*),I_TLL['_I)C_ZMCN/XMAD/UPLT,DNLT,ULC,DL=
D_'A AI,A2._3/.7853_e1635,H.7266ae26C_-],1.74532_252T-2/
Aa=57.29577951
FLAG=-S8.88
C
_'_ S_T M_P TO N'_FTT!0£ SOUTH PCLF
PIAT=ZL_T
IF(UPLT.LE.C..AND.DNLT.LT.0.) PIIT=-DL_T
rTLT=AMAXI(ABS(rYPLT),_BS{DNLT))
DLT=_M!NI (ABS(UPLT),ABS(DNLT))
AND=_T1/2.+O.5
CALL SVCCND(TX)
WPIT_ (6.500) I,TX
P_A_ (2,601)
Do 2 _=I_.NI
C _ SET GFID DI_NS!CNS
C
XI._T= {ULT-DLT)/MX[O_G=(ULG-DLG)/N
SC_IE=AN3/T_!(A1-PL&T_2)
C
" _ T_TIT!ALIZE_AP M_TRIX FII_
O.O 10 [=I,N1
C_.LLWglT_S(_,P,NI,I,_,O)
10 CONTI_UF
C_.LLSECOND(I'X)
W£!TE (6.500) 2,TXHLAT=ULT-90.
I=SC_LE*TAN{AI-DLT_2)P2=£t
P3=_C_LE_T_N (_I-UI.T*A2)
£Z=RI
R=RI**2
IFIDLG.LT.O.) GO TO 11
IP_OUL_.GT.18.._ND.DLG.LT.180.) q_ T_ al
RI=-PI_COS(ULG*A3)
3C R2=P2_COS(DLG_A3)Z
C _'_'COMPUTE _CTIVE _P _ATPIX PEG!CN
_C VI=_N3-PI-I.
[VI=_X1 (I.,VI)
IV2=_N1 (NI_'I.,V2)
CA[[ SECOND(TX)
.... (6,500) 3,.X
_F{TVI.L_.IV2} GO TO 20
IEXC=IVl
!VI=_XO IN_,IEXC+2)I 2 !NC I IV2-2)
,gO TO 20
_41 _F(UiG.GE.279.°P_.DLG.[E._n.) G:'"'"21
£2=P3
IF((UIG-180.) .L'". {180.-DLG)) GC _ 30
£2=R2*COS (ULG_.%3)
Gm TO _0
21 IF_(360o-ULG}.G_.DLG} GO _O 30
£2=_2"CCS (ULG*A3)
C_OTC UC
11 IFfULG.GE.1RO..CP.DLG.IE.-180.| 3,3_,-,ae
Im(ULG°LT.90. AND. DLG.G".-90.) R_=.m_
IF(A_S(DLG).GT.ULG) GO To,13
I=_I_CUS(ULG_A_)
13 P1=FI__BS(CCS(DLG*'A3)}GO To aO
C
:4",'UOMPU'_ G_ID BOX ABP_ ADD_.,,S ,S
20. 'DO If'e I=IVI,!V2
YH=O.
P=R-(_N3-1)*_2
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!F(A?) 1(?0,_03,IC_
1(U4X,'=SO_T(AR)
lf_3 IHI=W3-_H-I
IH2=NN+XH+I
CALL _FADMS(_.P,NI,I}
De 200 J=£HI,IH2
_X=SQP'_ (_N3-J)*_2+(_N3-1)**2)IF(R_.G_.RZ) GO T0 200
II={HLAT+2._AI4_ATAN(_X/SCALE))/XL_T+I
IF(11) 2C0,200,5q
59 AI=I
((AN3-J)/(A_3-1)).A_+19£.
GO Te 55
33 ALONG=gO.
IF{J.LE.N3) ALO_TG=270.GO TC 55
3_ AiONC,=ATAN(AN3-J|/(AN3-I))_%a
TF (_LONG.LT.O.) ALCNG--A.LONG.36_•
55 12=(_.LCNG-DLG}/_LONG',I
IF(I2.GT.N) GO TO 200
IF (12) 200,200,142
C
" *- P_CK GglD BOX ARRAY ADDRESSES INTO EACH MAP _AT?IY ELE_NT
Q2 P (J)=I2_1.E3+II
2£0 CONTINUE
ZALL WRITMS(",,P,N_,I,_,O)I0(_ CCNTI_IUE
CALL SFCOND(TX)
Wf_ITE(6,500) t4,TX
YZ=I
IHl=,e*
150 "tCNTYNU_
!X=IZ+_T4-1
IF (!X.GT._) IHI--N_+M-IX
C
- ._ ?FAD G_ID FILE TAPE2
DO 15 J=1.1H1
15 _EAD(2,s4OO)(DS(K,J},K=I,N)
DO 220 J=!VI,IV2
CALL READMS(t4,P,NI,J)
DO 230 K=I_N1
IF (P(g})_230_230,2t42_ I2=P _F) I.F-3
1 l=P(K) -12_ I. E3
IF {,I2) 230 230,t_3
_3 IF(!I.GT.IX.OR.II.LT.IZ) GO TO 230II=Il+_fl_-IX
Z
C "" P_CJECT PROPE._GRID VALUES T_ _AP M_IX
C
P(g)=Dg(12oIl_IF(DS(I2,11). _Q.I.E5) P(K)=FLAG230 CCNTINUE
Cai! WRITMS(_,P,N1,J,I,0)
220 CONTINUE
IZ=IZ+N_
IF{IX.GE._) GO TO 151
GO T'_ 150
151 CONTINUE
CALT,SZCOND(TX)
W_ITE(6.500) 5,TX
DO_ 160 _[=1.NI
CALL READ_S(_,P,WI,I)
De !70 J:I,NI
IF(P(J).GT.IO0.) GO TO I_5
IF (P(J)-FLAG} 171_,IU,5,17_C
- *_ FLAG NfJLLR_? FLFMFNTS
Ia5 P (J]=_.E5
170 CONTT_IU_
ZALL WRITMS (_,P#NI,!, 1,0)
160. CCNTINTIE
CAIL SFCOND(TX)
WPITE[6,50_} 6,_"X
C ** INVOKE COLORS 9CfJTINE
CALL COLORS(NI,NI,P,IFILL,IND_V,'J,,I_]
C_LL CLOSMS(_)
CALL _ECOND(TX)
W_I_E{6,500) 7,TX
500 FOPM&TI9HOSTFP NC.,13.27H IN POUTIN£ _r'L&RC....L_._D,,8.2,e36H S_'_ONDS_FTF_ STA?T OF M_IN p[_eG_)
601 FCP_I_T(2IU,,8FIC._)
_ F'r'[I pN
END
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SUB_OUTIIxE CCLd_S(NI,N2,Y, IF, INDEX, IUNIT_ IR)
C
¢
C THIS ROUTINF. PERFCPMS A USER CONTFOLLED CONVERSION GF MAP PROJECTED SASS
C DATA INTO INTEGEF VALUES RANGING FRCM f} TO 21 IN UNIT STEPS,. THESE INTEGER
C V_LUFS REPRESENT TH_ FALSE COLOR SCALE AND HAVE A SELECTAOLE LINEARt
C LOGARITHMIC OR EXPONENTIAL RELATIONSHIP TO THE SASS DATA, USER SUPPLIES
C TYPE OF SCALEr UPPER AND LO_EP DATA VALUES ANO NUMBER OF COLORS NEEDED UP
¢ TO A MAXIMUM OF 20 COLORS= REFER TO MAIN PROGRAM FOR DESCRIPTION OF INPUT
C CAI_DS,
C
C
INTEGF_ UF_BOUNO e DNF3OUND
OII_ENSICN Y(N2|,IF(N2), INDEX(IR)
PRINT 399_ , 8
¢
C ** COLCm SCALIhG AND C_TA SCUNCS INPUTTED
C
REAC {5,_) I SCALE, ICDLOR, I BOUND, SIGH I, SI GLO
ASSIGN 23 TC UPBGUND
ASSIGN 23 TO DNGOUND
IF(IBCUND.NE,2) '30 TO 33
ASSIGN 21 TC UP(3OUNO
ASSIGN 22 TC DNROUNO
C
C *_ SET MAX NO, OF COLO_S
¢
IF(ICCLCP°GT,18| [ COLOF_=I 8
33 IF(ICOLGR,GT°20) ICOLOP=20
XCLR=ICOLOP
7 CLP=XCLP+ | • 0
IBhD_$= [BCUND-I
I TOF=(ICOLOF.IF3hDMI*2)
C
C _* COMPUTE OATA INC#EMENTING VALUE
C
IF(ISCALE-2) 1,2,3
I OSl G= ( SIGHI-SI GLQ)/XCLR
ASSIGN z+ TO JAIL
GC T_ I0
2 OSI G=XCLRIALOG( S I GI"I--SI GLO+ I • }
ASSIGN 5 TO JAIL
GO TC I0
3 OSIG=(SIGHI-SIGLO} /ALOG(XCLF_+I,|
ASSIGN 6 T{') JAIL
lO DC 2C0 I=l,hl
CALL P_-ADM._( IUNIT,Y,N2, I}
DO 2.'50 J=l ,h2
IF(Y(J),GE.SIGHI ) GO TO UOBCUND,(21,23)
IF(Y(J),LE.SIGLC) GO TO DN_3CUND_(22t23)
C
C _w_ COtAPUTE INT_GE_ CQLOF? VALUE
C
GO mO JAIL, (4_,,5,,,6)
C
C ** LINF_AR CONVF_£SICN
C
# IX=(INT((Y(J)-SIGLC )/OSIG)+IBOUNDI
GO T_ 250
¢
C ** LOGARI-HMIC CONVERSION
c
5 I X= INT{ DSIG*_L OG( Y( J)-S Ir;LO.[ • ) ) eIBCUNO
GC TC 250
C
C ** FXPONCNTIAL CONVERSION
C
6 IX=(INT(EXP((Y(J)-SIGLD)/DSIG))+IOhDMI )
GO TO 250
C
C *_ FLAG t-_! DATA
21 I X= I'rOP
IF(Y(J),EQ.I,ES) GO TO 23
GC TC 250
C
C _w, FL'*G LLq DATA
C
22 I X= l
GO TO 250
C
C ** FLAG NULL OATA
¢
23 I X=O
250 IF(J)=IX
C
C ** INVOKE PACK PCUTINE
C
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CALL PACKEM(IF=N2oN3)
C
C _* WRITE FALSE COLOR VALUES TO FILE TAPE8
C
BUFFER OUT (Rot} (IF(l | oIF(N3))
IF(UNIT(B)) 200t301,301
200 CGKTINUE
RETURN
30! W_ITE(6o400)
PETU_N
400 FO_M_T(I_HOBUFFE_ OUT E_RORo//IX|
3999 FO_MAT(16HOENT_ CAPD NOo • II |
END
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SUP,ReUTINE PACKE_(IF,N2,_'3)Z
T!!ISPCUTINF P_C_S T_F YNT_G__PAp_'_.v I"('12)SUCH THAU ?ACH 60 _IT WORD
r. IS _FD{YCFDTC 8 PITS AND TH£S_ 8 B!T_-_o_ OACW_D BACW INTC _._RA?IF.
.... 9,1....D TC 3=_'2/7.5THF _FFFCTIVT SIZE OF APP£Y IF TS P= r:'= N
£
.....r_Tm_c=o__.IF(N2),IB(8)
rX=0
C _'" SET '10.OF 60 BIT WORDS NEEDED
C
_{=N2/7.5+.999
N3=v
_7U=_'1/2+1
DC In I=I,N_
DO 30 J=1,8
30 -rB{J)=C
IY=I_+I
F= f!-1)_15
C
- "" .......D_K _TRS"_7 1/2 (B B!T) WO_DS r':_ _0 BI_ W°DD
DC 65 L=I,7
KL=K_L
IZ(_[.,3T.N2)GC TO 22
N= (_-I.).8-_ . .
IP {L) =IF (KL) .AND.377B
65 IH (t)=SHIFT {TB(I,),_I)
IF((KL+I).GT.N2) GC TO 22[B(_)=IF(K+8).AND.]60B
[B{S)=SH_FT(!_(R) -_I_"_(IX)=IB(8).OP.Y_(7.o_.l_(6).0r_.T_(5_.gR.r_[u)._,'.[3(3).CP.
nC qO J=I,8
IX=IX
IB =SHIFT {!B_8),56)
C
C _'_ P_CK N__XT7 1/2 (8 BIT| W_RDS _I_e _C BTT W'_gDC
DO 75 L=I,7KL=K+L
TF(KL.C,T.N2)GO TO 22
_I=(l-I,)'('8
!P (I)=r_F(KL).AND.377B
75 IB (L)=SHIFT (I_(L),N)
22 IF(!X)=IB(8).O_.IB (7).O£.IP (6) .OR.TB(5) .'3,P.!n(a)._.IB(3).OR.
'_IBf2)._R.IB(1)10 CCNTI_UE
_ND
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PROGRAM ANNOT(INPUT,OUTPUT•TAPBB-=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
C
C
C *** THIS SOFTWARE WAS CREATE0 Ok MAY L6_ IRTg BY CLAYTON 8• JACKSON WHILE ***
C *_* UNDEP THE EM=3LOYMENT OF THE RESEARCH TRIANGL_ INSTITUT_ CF N.C•e IT ***
C **t WAS DESIGNED TO SATISFY IN PART THE CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS UNDER NASA **_
C *** CONTRACT NASl-l_338• ***
C
C
C THIS PROGRAM CREATES AN ANNOTATION PLOT FILE CONTAINING DISPLAY
C LABELING AND A MAP LEGION. THE PLOT FILE IS A SPECIAL RASTER FILE
C AND IS COMPATIBLE WITH TPE DISPLAY FILES GENERATED EY FALSCLR AND
C MA_GEN.
C
C THE INPUT CARDS ARE AS FOLLOWS€
C
C CARO 1_, ENTER A I0"CHARACTER ,WAP CODE (FORMAT(At0) i
C
C C_RD 2,, ENTER ICOLOR,JIEOUND.ITYPEtSIGHI,SIGLOIANO XSCALE WHERE;
C
C ICOLOR = NUMBER OF DISPLAY COLORS
C
C IeOUNC = 0 - UPPER ANO LOWER BOUND CATA NOT DISPLAYED
C I -- UPPER AI_D LOW=_R BOUND CATA DISPLAYED
C
C ITYPE = I - LINEAR COLOR SCALE
C 2- LOGARITHMIC COLOR SCALE
C 3 - EXPONENTIAL COLOR SCALE
C
C SIGHI = U_PE_, 80UNr) CN DATA VALUES
C
C SIGLO = LOWER BOUND CN DATA VALUES
C
C XSCALE "= _LOT DINENSICNS IN INCHES
C
C #*_ FORr4AT IS LIST DIREC'r=_O t_=
C
C
DI_Et_SION XNUM(21 },MC( I )
CALL PSEL, DO
C
C ** ENTER _AP CODE
C
READ(St lO0; MC
100 FCFNAT(AI0)
C
C _* ENTER CONTROL VALUES
C
_EAO (5,_*) I COLC_ DI ROUND. ITYPE ,bS IGHI , S IGLOo XSCALE
INX= ICCLOR I-I
I=[ IBOUNC,EQ.I ) INX=INX-2
C
C _* Cf_PUTE COLOR BCUNCARY VALUES
C
J NX-'= INX- 1
XfxUt_(INX}=SIGHI
IF(ITYPE-2) 5t6,7
5 _)S I G= ( S IGHI-SI OLD |/JNX
GG TC 8
OSI G=JNX/ALOG( SIGHI-SIGLO.I.}
GO TO
7 O SI G= ( SIGH I-SI OLD)/,_LOG (FLOAT ( INX | )
a CONTINUE
DC 30 J----| ,JNX
GO TO (I,2o3),I'TY_E
1 " -' INX-J
XNUM( I)=SIGHI-J_DSIfi
GO TO 30
2 X _UM ( J )'=S I GLO+_XP ( ( J- 1 )/DSIG)-t •
GO TO 30
3 XNUM (J )=S I GLO.OS IGtALOG(FLOAT { J ) }
30 CONTINUE
SCAL-== X SCALE/512 • ,.
CALL C&LPLT {SCALE,O ,5)
XRECT= (256°-ICOLOR_ 12 • )_SCAL_
Y_F. CT= I 5,,*SCAL_
RW=2_.,*SCALE
_!-= 1_ °*SCALE
C
C ** PLOT COLOR FECTANGLES ..
C
DO 10 I=I,ICOLCP
CALL CALRLT( I _ 4HMASK,4)
X=XRECT+(I-I )*.°4,*SC_L- =
CALL SECT(X, YRECT_h, RW,O.O,3 )
10 CQNTINU_
CSIZ_=7**SCALE
CALL CALPLT (@.3,0 ,_)
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xNCT=X_CT_IO.*SCALE
YNOT=YPECT.4.*SCALE _ RH
XOFSET=3e*SCAL_
I.UP:t
IST:(ICOLOR.I)/2
IF(IBOUNO,EQ.O) GO TO 15
IUP=O
IST=(IST/2)*2
C
C _* _LCT COLCR BOUNCAPY VALUES
C
15 DC 30 I=I,IST
IDX=(I-II_2.I.IUP
X=XNOT+(I-I)_48,*SCALE
XI=X
IF(ABS(XNUN{ IDX)),L?,IO,) X|=XI@XOFSET
IF(XNUM(IDX),GE,O,) XI=XI+XCFSET
CALL NUMBER(XI,_NOT,CSIZE,X_UM(IOX),Ootl)
30 CChTINUE
IS_=I_x-IST
YNOTI=YRECT-4,*SCALE-CSI_E
XNOTI=X_ECT-I4,_SCAL_
IF(IBOUND,E¢,[) XNOTI=XhOTl+48._SCALE
DC 40 I=I,ISP
IDX=I_2-1UP
X=XNOTI.I I-I)_4e._SCALE
Xl=X
I=(ABS(X_UM(IDX)),LT,10,) XI=XI,.XCFSET
IF(XNUM(IDX),GE,O.) XI=XI+XCESET
CALL NUMRE_(Xi,.YNOTI,CSIZE,XNUM(IDX}oO,tl |
40 C_TINUE
IF(IBOUND,EQ,O) GO TO 55
XDIS=g,_SCALE
Y=YNOT[.3,_SCALE
CALL PA_POW(X_ECT.XCIS_YoXRECT-XDIS,Yol DO,O|
IF(IS_,GE,IST) Y=YNOT.3o*SCALE
X=X_ECT.ICOLOR_2_,_SCALE
CALL PARP_W(X-XOISoYgX.XDIStYt !,0,0)
55 CCNT[NUE
X=40,_SCALE
IF([TYPE,EQ.I) X=_6,*SCALE
Y=55._SCALE
C
C *_ _LOT OISPLAY LAS_L ING
C
CALL NOTATE(X,Y,CSIZE_30_NO_;4ALIZED PADAR C_OSS SECTION_O,_30)IF{ITYPE-_) 65_75_8_
6S CALL NOTATE(g_,,gGg,,cSIZE,2iH (LINEAR SCALE (DB) |,0,_21)GO TO o5
75 CALL NCTATE(ggg_,ggg,_CSIZE_6H (LOGARITHMIC SCALE (D81),0,_261GO TO _5
95 CALL NOTAT_(ggg,,Oggo,C_IZE,26H (EXPCNENTIAL SCALE (OB)),O,_2_|
_S CCNTIhUE
CALL NOTATE(ggg,,gGG.,CSI_E,SH MC=,O,,5)
CALL NCTATE(_gg.,_99o,CSIZE_C,O,,IO)
CALL CALPLT(O,,O°,gqg)
ST_P
EhD
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PI_CIG_AM MAPGENI INPUT,OUTPUT DTAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=QUTPUTtTAPE3JTAPEO)C
C
C *** THIS SOFTWARE WAS CREATED ON JUNE 5o i_Tg 8Y CLAYTON 8o JACKSON WHILE ***
C _0/_ UNDEP THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE OF N,Co, IT _*$
C t_** WAS P.ESIGNED TO SATISFY IN PART THE CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS UNDER NASA *$*
C *** CONTRACT NASI-1533q, $$_
C
C
C THIS PROGRAM GENERATES EITHER A MERCATQR OR POLAR STEREGGKAPHIC MAP PLOT
C WHICH CONTAINS LATITUOE AND LGNGITUD_ LINESt KEY _IERIDEANS AND POLESo AND
C SUPERIMPOSED LAND/WATER BCUNDARIES= ThE PLOT OFFSETS AND SCALE FACTORS
C AP_ CALCULATED SUCH THAT THE PLOT FILE IS DIRECTLY C(]MPATIBLE WITH THE
C r) ISRLAY FILE CREATED BY _ROGRAM FALSCLR=
C
C
C
C THE CNE INPUT CARD IS DESCI_IBED AS FOLLOWS:
C
C ENTER ZSCALEo MAPTYREo ULTt DLTt ULG, ANO OLG WHERE:
C
C ZSCALE = UN_CALED PLOT SIZE (IMA;E SIZE IN INCHES}
C
C MAPTYP_ = I - MERCATOR MAP
C 2 - POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC
C
C ULT = NORTHERN MOST LATITUDE (WAPTYRE=I)
C = OUTERMOST LATITUDE (MADTYPE---2)
C
C DLT -- SOUTHERN MOST LATITUDE (=0 IF MAPTYPE=2)
C
C ULG = EAST=.RN MOST LONGITUDE (=0 IF MAPTYRE=2)
C
C DLG = EASTERN L_AST LONGITUDE 1=0 IF MAPTYPE=2|
C
¢
C ** INPUT CARD USES LIST DIRECTED FORMAT _$
C
C
DATA A 1 o A2 t A3/. 78539B l P_35 _ _3• 7266462600E-3 o 57 o295779 SI /
C
C _$ ENTEF_ CChT_CL VALUES
C
READ(So*) ZSCAL E. MA_TY_ oULT oDLT,ULG t OLG
IF(MA_TYReGT. I ) GO T_ /*0
C
C $_ FIND CENTE_ LATITUDE
C
CLAT=2.*A3_AT_N(SDPT(TANIAI .ULT_A2)_.TAN(AI_DLT_A2) ) )-gOD
C
¢ _ SET _NGULAR LIMITS
C
PI =ABS(ULG-DLG) *Oe5
P2"=P 1
P3=A_S(CL_T-OLT }
P4=ABS(ULT-CLAT)
P G=ULG-P I
C
C ** PLCT ME_CATO_
C
CALL SUOMAP(g. CLAToPG,Oo_PI.P2,P3_P_-#_ IO.-O_Ot IEP)
IF(IEF.NE.O| GO TO SO
C
C $$ Cf]MFUTE MAP IMAGE PIXEL SIZE
C
OU=4 ._ A2_P2
OV=ALOG(TAN(AI-I-_O4#A2) I.4LOG(TAN(A[._3*A2) )
IF(DU.GT.DV) GO TO 41
M=_O0
N:4OO.*DL/DV . 0.5
GO TO 61
41 N=4OO
M=4OO.*OV/DU + O.S
61 wRIT_.{6*SO00I ULT, DLT ,ULC, DLG_ h ,,_
GO TO 60
C
C _ SET CENTER LATITUDE TC ,NOFTP 0,_ SOUTH POLE
C
40 CL/_T=Og _ggggq
I F (OLT° LT. 0 • _ _ND.ULT°L-'=. 0. ) CLAT=-Og °ggggg
P I=ABS{ CLAT-UL T )
C
C ** PLOT OCLA_ STE_EOG_PHIC
C
CALL 3UPMAP(I _CLAT,O.,O ,,_t ,PI, Pl , PI,-_, I0,-0, Oo IER )
IF( IER.NE.O) GO TO 50
N=4,0 0
M=40 t}
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WP{TE(b,5001) N,M
60 CALL FRAME
C
C _ COMPUTE OFFSETS ANO SCALE FACTORS¢
SCAL_=_SCALE/SL2=
XSCALE =AMAXI(IO,#N/46)B,,IO,_M/_608,|
YSCALE=XSCAL_
XOFF=O.5#(SI2-N)_SCALE-O.StXSCALE
YOFF=LOO._SCALE-O.5*YRCALE
C
C ** CALL PLCT T_ANSLA?OR
C
CALL METRST(XOFF,YOFF,XSCALE,YSCALE,SCALE)STCP
50 WPITE(6,$OO) IEF
CALL SYSTEM(S2. 12HSUOMAP _RRqR}
STCR
100 FORMAT(SHOIER=,I5)
5000 FGRMAT(54HOA MEPCATOR MAD _LOT W&S CENER_TED IN THE REGION OF --,
_II6X'5NNLAT=,F6,2,5X,SHSLAT=,F6°2,SX,TFELCNGI=,FT,2,SX,THELONG2=,
_FT,2p//6X, IOH_HF MAP IS,I_t [5H PIXELS WIOE BYoI4QTH PIXELSt
• SH LCNG)
500! FORMAT{48HOA POLAR STEPEOGPAPHIC M_P WAS GENERATED T_AT IS, I4,
ti5H _IXELS WIDE 8Y.I4,I2H D_XELS LONG}
E_D
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_RCGGA_ MERGE(IN_UToOUTPUT,TAm_S=INPUToTAPE6=OUTPUToTAPEEo
* TAPELS0TAPE44)
C
C
C t** THIS SOFTWAR_ WAS CREATEO ON NAY 14t 1979 BY CLAYTON Bo JACKSON WHILE *_€
C $$* U_DER THE EMoLOYMENT OF THE RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE OF NoC,. IT *It
C *_ WAS DESIGNED TO SATISFY IN PART THE CENT_ACT REQUIREMENTS UNDER NASA *==
C *** CONTRACT NAS1-1533_. *_*
C
C
C
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO MERGE TWO QASTER DISPLAV FILES BY PERFORNING
C A BIT BY _IT OR GN EVERY COMMON BIT. ONE FILE MUST HAVE 512 FECORDS, WHILE
C THE OTHER FILE SIZE IS U_ER INPUTTFO= TH_ RESULTING FILE IS A RASTER
C DISPLAY FILE WHICH IS THE SUPERIMPCSITION OF THE TWO INPUT FILES.
C
C
C THE ONE INPUT CARO IS AS FOLLOWS€
C
C ENTER N AND M WHERE:
C
C N = HORIZONTAL PIXEL SIZE OF FILE 2 (NEe OF 8 BIT NORDS}
C
C M = VEWTICAL PlXEL SIZE CF FILE 2 (NO. OF RECORDS)
C
C _ LIST DIRECTED FORMAT _=
C
C
C
INTEGER BUFF| (tO0) ,BUFF2(lO0)
NWDS=tO0
RRIET 100
C
C _ E_TE_ 2NO FILE SIZE
C
REAC{5_*) N_M
IF(koEO,512,AND,M,EQ,SI2) GO TO 7g
C
C ** CCMFUTE BIT OFFSETS
C
IXOFST=(5|2-N)/2 - 4
IYOFST=_I2-M
IXGITS=IXOFST#8
IZBITS=IXBITS-(IXBITS/eO)_60
IY_ITS.=60-IZBITS
IXWRD=IXBITS/60.I
C
C *t SET MASKING VARIABLES
C
XMASK=,NOT,MASK(IY_ITS)
YMA_K=eNGToMASK(IZRITS)
ZMASK=MASK(IZBITS)
IF(512--N-IXCFST) 99,50,50
50 IF(IYOFSToLT,O) GO TO lg9
IF(IYCFST,EQ,O) GO TO 15
C
C _* PERFORM Y OFFSET
C
OC IO I=I,IYOFST
SUFFER IN (15,1) (RUFF2(I),B_FF2{N_DS))
IF(UNIT(IS)} 20,299,2gg
20 NWOS=LENGTH(IS)
8UFFE_ OUT (44, 1) (gUFF2(I),_UFF2(N_OS))
IF{UNIT(44)) lOo3_g03_g
10 CCNTINUE
15 IDUNMY=O
C
C $* PERFORM MERGING - FILE SIZES UNEQUAL
C
00 150 I=l,M
8UFFE_ IN (15,1) (EUFF2(I),_UFF2(NWDS))
IF(UNIT(15)) 60,2_g_2_
_0 NWDS=LENGTH(IS)
BUFFER IN (8,1) (EUFFI (L),_UFFI(NWOS|)
IF(UNIT(8)) 70_2qg_2gg
70 MWDS=LENGTH(8)-I _
IDUMMY=SHIFT(BUFFI(I) ,-IZ_ITS),A,YMASK
BUFF2(IXWPO)=IDUMMY,OP,BUFF2(IXWRO)
00 140 J=IeMW_S
C
C *_ PERFC_M X CFFSET
C
ITEMPL=BUFFL(J),A,XMASK
ITRMP|=SHIFT(ITEMPI_IYRITS),&,ZMASK
ITEMP2=SHIFT(_UFFI(J.I)_--IZBITS)IA_YMASK
I DUMMY= ITEMP| .OF oIT_HP?
C
C _* PERFOFM THE _IT 8Y BIT OR
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c
BUFF2fIXWRD+J)=eUFF2(IXWRO+JI.OR°IDUMMY
140 ¢OhTINUE
J=MWOS.I
IF(I_BITS,EQ,0) GO TO 144
- ITEMPI=BUFFI(J)oA.XMASK
IDUMMY=SHIFT(ITEMPI,IYBITS).A.ZMASK
BUFF2(IXWRD.J)=RUFF2( IX_PO.J}eOR,IgUMMY
144 BUFFER OUT (44,1) (BUFF2(I)_BUFF2(NWDS) }
IF(UNIT(44)) ISO_39gp3g_
150 CCkTINUE
C
C _ COMPLETE OUTPUT FILE
C
34 BUFFER IN (15tl) (BUFf2{1) oBUFF2(NWD5))
IF(UNIT(IS)) 130t23092gg
130 BUFFER OUT (44ol) (eUFF2(I)eBUFF2fNWDS))
IF(UNIT(4_)) 3493_g_399
230 ENOFIL_ _4
ENDFILE 44
REWIND 44
_EWIhO 15
R_WIND 8
STCP
¢
C _ PErFOrM MERGING - FILE SIZES EQUAL
C
7g OC 250 I=I,512
BUFFER IN (IS, I) (8UFF2II).BUFF2(NWDS))
IF(UNIT(15}) 330,2999299
330 NWOS=LENGTH(I5)
BUFFER IN (8,1) (8UFFI(I}wRUFFI{N_OS})
IF(UNIT(8)) 340,2ggt29g
340 DC 2_0 J=I_NWOS
260 BUFF2(J)=BUF_2(J).OR.BUFFI(J|
BUFFER OUT {44t I) (BUFF2(I) _BUFF2(hWDS))
IF(UNIT(44)) 250,39s_3gg
250 CCNTTNUE
GO TO 230
9g W_ITE(6,200) IXCFST
STOP
I_g WRITE(6_300) M
STG_
2g_ WRITE(6,400)
STCP
3_g WRITE{e,500)
STCR
100 FG_MAT(2gHOENTE_ N,M ThE MAP PIXEL SIZE)
200 FOPMAT( IHO,35HX--OFFSFT IS SUCH THAT DATA WILL NCTt
#IBH FIT IN PLCT FRAMEeSXo?HIXOFST=oI4,TH PIXELS)
300 FORM_TI31HOY-OFFSET IS LFSS TH_N ZEqO--M=oI4_|2H 15 TO LARGE)
_00 FORMAT(25HOt_ EPHOR _N BUFFER IN _=)
500 FO_AT(26HO_= _FO_ ON BUFFER OUT *It
END
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